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APRIL, i88o.

READINGS FROM AN OLD GEOGRAPHY.

BY DAVID BOYLE, ELORA.

T may not be uninteresting to the
readers of the EDUCATIONAL

MONTHLY to compare the state of
geographical knowledge during the
earlier half of the eighteenth century
with its present condition near the
close of the nineteenth. At first sight
many of the statements with regard to
foreign countries may provoke a smile,
but when it is considered that even so
recently as one hundred and fifty
years ago, distances were practically
from ten to twenty times greater than
at present, and that the "good folk "
Of, say, 1730 were not so intensely
matter-of-fact as the "citizens" of
1
8 8o, we may feel that after all it is

no great wonder to find how readily
bug-a-boo tales recited by sailors were
accepted by the common people, and
learned travellers' romaunts by the
more educated. Not only may we
gather from old sources a good deal
that goes to shew how credulous and
superstitious our forefathers were, but
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there is much in other respects brought
vividly before us with reference to the
growth of cities, the discovery and
settlement of colonies, the changes in
"marche " lines, and various tit-bits
of an interesting, or merely curious,
but withal, amusing character.

The work from which it is proposed
to make extracts is entitled:

" GEOGRAPHY, by way of question
and answer, principally designed for
the use of schools. In two parts.
Containing (1) an explication of the
sphere . . . ; (2)ageneral description
. . . To which is added a compleat
set of maps. Written originally in
High Dutch by the late celebrated Mr.
Hubner, and now faithfully translated
with additions and improvements.
Carefully revised and corrected, by J.
Cowley, Geographer to his Majesty.
London: Printed for T. Cox, at the
Lamb an'd the Looking Glass, over
against S. Magnus Church, London
Bridge. MDCCXLII."
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To our modern ideas there is an ex-
cessive quaintness about the title-page
of this ancient geographical horn-
book, and the readerwill hardlybe able
to repress a smile wvhen he arrives
at the words, "Written originally in
High Dutch . . . and now faithfully
translated." The translator, however,
was an honest man ; lad lie lived
nov-a-days, lie would, if necessary
translate also, no doubt, but lie would
never tell everybody about it. Not
he,-he would simply announce that
he had ''received valuable assistance
from various sources," make sorme
change in the arrangement, secure a
copyright, and get F.R.G.S.'d for his
trouble.

In the preface, the translator saiys,
"Not only Children are for the Gener-
ality brouglt up without the least idea
of it [Geography], but grown Persons,
and too many even of the better Sort
of People very seldom if ever enter-
tain a Thought of improving them-
selves in a Branch of Learning which
is as easy as 'tis advantageous. From
hence it arises, that they read and tell
of remote Countries, without the least
adequate Idea of their Situation, Na-
ture, Climate,&c., and by Consequence
are too apt to make gross Blunders in
that Respect. I once heard, I re-
member, an elderly Gentleman ask a
Native of Russia very gravely, whether
Leghorn did not lie in the direct Road
from London to Moscow."

To these remarks by '' J. Cowley,
Geographer to his Majesty," no one
will offer any objection, and we must
all unite in saying how deeply grieved
we are to know that yet 'too many
even of the better Sort" "make very
gross Blunders in that Respect."

Mr. Cowley also bemoaned that "no
introduction to. Geography has been
attempted yet in a familiar Way, in
the English Language." . . . " This
apparent Neglect induced me to trans-
late the following Treatise for the Use
of our British Youth, which I dare

affirm to be the most compleat, and
instructive of that Kind in any Lan-
guage whatever." Fron the fore.
going quotations it will be seen that
our Geography is one that speaks with
authority, and that in 1742 it probably
had no superior, if it even had an
equal, and that its information was,
without doubt, the very best available
at that time in England.

Passing Portugal,Spain and France,
which in this order precede Mr. Cow-
ley's own country, we come at last to
Great Britain, and in answer to the
first question, * Why is this Country
called Britannia?" we have the very
instructive reply given: " Principally
because the Britons were the first
Possessors of it. It was a Custom
among them to.;tain their bodies with
sky-blue. . . . Canden says it re-
ceived its Nane from thence, the Terni
Britain, signifying in their language
colouring."

The description of London recalls
to mind a now obsolete meaning of
" curiosity." " At the Eastern Part of
London is the Tower where there are
a great many curiosities exposed to
publick Viewv; such as the Mint, the
two Armories, the Regalia, &c." "Ex-
posed to publick View," in such a
connection is at least quaint.

Neither on the map, nor in the
reading-matter do we find any allusion
to the "World's Toy Shop," Birming-
ham, and although on the former
Leeds, Manchester, Sheffield and
" Leverpool " are laid down, they are
not considered worth noticing as
places of any account. , So far as
Yorkshire is concerned, the three chief
towns are York, Hull,and Richmond;
and under the sub-heading '' County
of Lancaster" we read "The Place of
most Note is Lancaster, in which there
is a fine Castle, notwithstanding it is
but a small one." A somewhat odd
reason is given for the abundance,
which according to Mr. Cowley, was
to be found in Newcastle-upon-Tyne
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-" E"very Thing is very Ilentiful there,
as the place is enconpassed with Coal-
Pits, and there is a navigable River
from whence they can convey them to
what distant narkets they sec mnost
conveient." The conveyance of
Coal-pits to distant markets ive may
now reckon among the lost arts.

Describing England generally, the
Geograplier-Royal informs us that it
" is a Country of a temperate Air; thc
Soil produces Plenty of Grain and
Fruit . . . as for Beer there is no
where so good in all the Northern
Countries. It abounds with Cattle,
Gaie, Fish, &c., And in short, is
blest with all the real Necessaries of
Life."

To Mr. Cowley, as to England
generally, Scotland was then little
more than a foreign country, as ive
may gather occasionally from his re-
marks. In his account of how Scot-
land is divided, he says, " The vhole
Kingdon is divided by the River Tay,
into the South and North Parts (1) the
South Part whereof is most populous
and civilized . . . the North Part
still retaining the Customs and Man-
ners of the ancient Irish." A man
vho lived one hundred and fifty years
ago and whose capacity for belief was
equal to Mr. Cowley's (as will be seen
shortly) nay be pardoned for his faith
in that historical myth which attributes
to Ireland the source of Scotland's
population. It may be particularly
interesting to your Scottish readers to
learn the names of the Counties of
Scotland according to our authority-
these vere, " in the North, Lochabar,
Broadalbin, Perth, Athol, Angus,
Merns, Mar, Buchan, Murray, Ross,
Sutherland, Caithness and Strathna-
vern; in the South, Tiviotdale, March,
Lauderdale, Liddesdale, Eshdale
(probably Eskdale), Annandale, Nid-
disdale, Galloway, Carrick,Kyle, Cun-
ningham, Arran, Clydesdale, Lennox,
Stirling, Fife, Strathern, Menteith,
Argyle, Cantyre and Lorne."

le is kind enough to say that
"The Air is sharper, but more pure
than that in England," and that " The
Men in Generall are well-nade, and
of a robust, hale Constitution." Quite
unw'ittingly, of course, lie inakes the
very paradoxical statemen t that "those
who DISSENT fron the Church of
Eng/and and are called Preshykrian,
are in much greater numbers than the
Churchmen, so that Presbyterianism
is the established Religion of the
Country."

One more quotation froni this vol-
ume by the "Geograplier to his Ma-
jesty" and ve shall leave Scotland
for the Sister Isle. " Their Histor-
ians." says he, " boast of many na-
tural Rarities, among others : Of some
Geese that breed in Logs of Wood
floating on the Sea; and of others
which hatch their Eggs with one
Foot, and have a fishyTaste. Of the
Lake Lovmond, in which are fish
without Fins, very pleasant to eat;
of the peculiar quality of its Water,
which turns Tiriber into Stone. Of
the floating Island in a Lake, which
is in a constant Ebulition, be the
Air ever so caln. Of a Cave in
the County of Buchan, from the Roof
of which drops Water, which petrifies
into Pyramids that are of a Middle
Nature betiwixt Stone and Ice. There
are no Rats to be met with in Suther-
land; and when any are brought
there they instantly die."

So far as the names of the Irish
Counties go, if ve except the spelling,
they correspond with the present di-
visions. The exceptions are the Ca-
therlough and Ardmagh.

Describing that town whose name
is so indissolubly connected with the
story of the cats, our authority gravely
relates, " This City is remarkable for
enjoying the four Elements in Per-
fection, from wvhence 'tis said to have
'Fire without Smoak, and Earth without

Bog,
Water without Mud, and Air without Fog."
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In answer to the question, "What is
the state of the Country in Gencral ?"
the answer is, "l The Commodities of
Ireland consist chiefly in Cattle ; the
Air is mild, but moist and foggy ; the
Soil is not very proper for Corn, it be-
ing always poor and never ripens to
perfection. The Pasture is rich in
some, and but indifferent in other
Places, but altogether it is a fine
Country, and capable of Improve-
monts; and the people are free from
being annoyed by venomous Crea-
turcs, since none ever harbour or
breed there."

" What Character do the Natives of
Ireland bear ?

" Ans. A certain Author gives the
following description of them-' The
Irish' (says he) 'are a strong and
bold People, martial and prodigal in
War, nimble, stout, and hearty of
Heart; careless of Life, but greedy of
Glory; courteous to Strangers, con-
stant in Love, light of Belief, impa-
tient of Injury, given to Lascivious-
ness, and in Enmity implacable.' But
as most Writers treat partially in their
Characters of Countries, according as
they stand affected towards them,
there is no relying on the bare Re-
port of a Single Author in such Cases,
especially when he conceals his
Name." Mr. Cowley continues:
"lThe greatest Part of the Natives
are Ronan Catholicks, but as the
Laws have been put in Execution for
establishing the Church of England
in that Kingdom (Ireland) it has al-
ready, and will in Time, lessen the
Number of Papists, and increase that
of the Protestants." Not to mention
the looseness of the composition in
the last quotation, it may simply be
remarked in passing that the obliquity
of moral perception exemplified in the
belief of our geographer regarding the
possibility of making Act of Parlia-
ment Protestants, must have been
at least partially removed by the
events of the years almost immediate-

ly succeeding the publication of his
volume.

Omitting for the present any fur-
ther reference to Old World lands, let
us sec what was taught in 1742 about
the countries on this side of the At-
lantic.

Says the Geographer to His Gra-
cious Majesty George I.: "North
America is divided into four capital
parts, viz.: r. New Spain; 2. New
Mexico; 3. Florida; and 4. Canada."
It is not easy to see why a division
should be called New Mexico; but
further on we learn the reason to be
that it was discovered after Old
Mexico, further south. Old Mexico
thon, or Mexico proper, as we would
say, was merely an "audiern :" of
of New Spain, the other "audiences"
being Guadalaxara and Guatimala.

Rich, no doubt, as the City of
Mexico was, and magnificent with
barbaric splendour, the description
given of it must have made a heavy
demand upon the credulity of the
1742 schoolmaster: " Mexico is the
Capital City of all America; it was
formerly the residence of the Mexican
kings, the last of whom was Monte-
zuma. In his Time this place had
8o,ooo Houses built very grand after
the American Taste; theRoyal Palace
had twenty Gates; there was another
Palace where the King kept an Aviary
of Birds; another for wild Createres
and Birds of Prey; another for Dwarfs
and decrepid People, who were enter-
tained like kings : another for Croco-
diles and Serpents, who were fed with
men's flesh; and another Grand Build-
ing was made of the Skulls of the
slain Enemies. . . ."

H{urrying north to get nearer home,
we read that "the River Mississippi
flows from Canada through the Middle
of Florida. . . ." By "Florida"
here we are to understand " French
Florida," for, according to the text,
there were also " English Florida "
and "Wild Florida," althougli a re-
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ference to the nap shcws no lines of
demarcation between thesc provinces.
Spcaking of New Orleans, Mr. Cowley
says it " was at first intended for a
large City, but has hitherto but mean
houses, which are covered with the
Bark of Trecs." This description is
scarcely borne out a little further on,
where we are informed that "New
Orleans is a very pretty Tovn, lately
built by the French."

Reaching Canada, the greater por-
tion of the niatter is so interesting
and suggestive, that it mnay bc well to
make an extensive quotation exactly
as presented to us in our geography

"OF CANADA.

2. From wvhence lad Canada its
Name ?

"Ans. From the River Canada,
now called St. Lawurence, which is
large, and flows from West to East
througlout that Country.

"Q. Who were the first Discoverers
thereof?

" Ans. The Englis/, in 1609; at
which time Henry Hudson discovered
that Bay which parts this Country
from the unknown Lands in theNorth,
on which Account it is to this Day
called Hludson's Bay or Streights.

"Q. Are the English the only Pos-
sessors of it ?

"Ans. No; the French also have
some Settlements here, but the great-
est Part is inhabited by the Native
Indians.

"Q. Which are the Settlements of
the English in this Country?

"Ans. They possess the whole
Coast of Mlaria del Nord. The whole
Length of the Country of Carolina, to
the End Eastwards, is 1,200 Englisit
Miles.

"Q. How is this large Tract of
Land divided ?

"Ans. Into six Provinces, which,
from West to East, lie in the Order
hereinafter particularly described. .

Virginia, Maryland, New

Sweden New Yok, New Enge1and,
and Vcw Scoland.

"Q. Which are the most noted
Places in Virginia?

"Ans. r. f'ames Tocn,;, the Capital.
. . . 2. Tragabi.anda, which is

also a large City. 3. Si. Georgia.
4. Pomejoc, which was the Capital of
the Natives. .

Omitting nuch that is merely coin-
mon-place, we cone to:-

" Q. From whence had New Sweden
its name ?

" Ans. W hen King Charles 1. was
beheaded in 1640, and Everything
was in the utnost Confusion, the
Swedes being inclined to fish in
troubled Waters, and to catch some
Part of America, they succeeded, and
the Country they took Possession of
they called A72ew Sweden; but King
Charles Il. soon made them quit that
Coast, and gave thein to understand
that the whole Coast was the Property
of the English."

The assumption of King Charles
Il. was fairly matched by the cool
impudence of the "Geographer " who
penned the above, which is more
than equalled wheri writing of New
York on this wise, he says: " They
(the Dutch) call'd the whole New
Hol/and, and were Masters thereof
for about 50 years, but they and the
Swedisî Seulement falling out, the
English decided their Quarrel, and
made them both quit the Country."

" Q. Which is the Sixth Colony of
theEnglisiÅ upon the Coast of Canada?

"Ans. New Scotland.
The French discovered it about 200

Years ago, but did not mind it. How-
ever, when the Englisi in 1663 set
Footing therein, the French would not
suffer it, and in 1662 (curious arrange-
ment of dates), they brought it again
under Subjection, called it by the
name of Arcadia (sic), and possessed
it till the Peace of Utrecht.

" Q. Which is the French Part of
Canada?
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"'Ans. They possess all the Rest,
but it is not known iow far this Coast
reaches Southwards (Northwards ?)
Its Length cannot well be computed;
what is known is about i,2oo Miles,
and the breadth from North to West,
Soo Miles. The French discovered
this Country by means of their Fish-
ery; who, since 1504, found abundance
of Cod near this Coast." The am-
biguity of this paragraph is really
charming1

"Q. What Colonies have the French
here ?

"Ans. They have Canada Propria,
which is parted from Neiw Scotand
by the River St. Lawrence. It is
about 320 Miles long and 120 broad.

"Q. Which are the principal Places
therein?

"Ans. i. Qucbcc, the Capital; a
large, well built City, with a Citadel,
wherein resides the Governor. There
is also a College. 2. B-est, a Sea
Port, and a Place of great Commerce.
3. Mount Royal,a Fortification to keep
the wild Canadians in Awe. 4. Nipi-
siqui, a Town where the Indians
come and barter for their Commodi-
tics."

In connection with the towns here
enumerated, one would like to know
a little about Brest and Nipisiqui.
Where were they, if they existed at
all, and by what names do we speak
of then to-day ?

"Q. What other Colonies have the
French?

"Ans. New France; this Colony
was before nothing but a Wilderness;
but the Frenc/z have cut down the
woods and made the Country now
produce good Pasture and Corn-
Fields; so that they have Plenty of
Cattle, Corn and Flax. There are also
Copper, Iron,.and Lead Mines; but
the best Traflick consists in Wood,
Sea-Coal, Salt-Fish, and several sorts
of furs."

The production of " Corn-Fields"
is quite original.

" Q. Which are the principal Places
in Xcwic France ?

" Ans. Tadousac, which is a good
Harbour, and Fortification against
the wild Canadians; 2. Orleans; and
3. The Island of St. Yohn, sevcral
miles in Length, besides many Settle-
ments of less Note.

" Ans. Which Part of Canada is
inhabited by the wild Natives ?

" Ans. They possess almost all
Parts of it, and their Number may
be reckoned i.,ooo to one Eitropean.
They have no Fortifications, Maga.
zincs, or good Officers, so that the
Eur.oj5cans stand in no Fear of their
Revolt. The Men are strong and
healthful, the Women are white, but
paint themselves a Variety of Colours
in which they are proud to outdo one
another. Tlhey go naked in Summer,
but in Winter they cover thenselves
with Skins. Their chief Enploy is
Hunting, and they trouble their Heads
about little else; they are continually
at Var; the Prisoners are cruelly tor-
tur'd, flea'd, and then broil'd and
eat. Some of these Countries are
distinguished by their several Nations,
as.-

i. The Iroguois; 3. The Illinois;
2. The Hurons; 4. Tongoria;

5. The Hinois;
and many more.

It is particularly noticeable that
not a word is said about the Falls of
Niagara, and this' is the more remark-
able from the fact that their position
is very distinctly laid down on the
map-at the junction of " Upper
Lake," or Lake Superior, with Lake
Huron!

The singular jumble of fact with
fancy cannot fail to strike the reader
at once. The "Geographer to his
Majesty " no doubt felt it incumbent
upon him to say some/idng, even when
he knew next to nothing, and in giv
ing rein to his imagination he must
have considered himself moderately
safe on American soil.
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One cannot avoid k feeling of won-
derment at the wretched Er.gl:h of
Mr. Cowley, writing as he did with so0
niany excellent models before him,
and perhaps the best plea that can be
urged for his slip-shod composition iF,

that his work was only intended for
the use of schools.'
Some change, in this respect, has

been made, so far as modern school-
books are corvcrned-has it been
vcry radical?

THE EDUCATION OF THE CITIZEN.*

BY W. A. DOUGLAS, M.A., TORONTO.

J UST about a hundred years agothere occurred two great e"ents,
-the invention of the steam engine
and the publication of the "Wealth of
Nations." The former nultiplied a
thousandfold the power of the la-
bourer, while the latter enunciated the
laws of the organization of labour.
How rapid has been the progres:; of
invention since that time, and what
new discoveries have been made, it
is superfluous to mention. In the
progress of physical science more
seems to have been accomplished in
the last century than in ail the other
centuries of social history. But while
we congratulate ourselves on these
triumphs of human skill over the phy-
sical forces, we cannot refrain from
asking if man has made the same
progress in developing manhood, in-
tellectually, socially and morally.
Europe has millions of men now arm-
ed to the teeth, waiting the signal to
engage in mutual destruction. We
have been startled at the reports of
attempts made to destroy almost ail
the crowned heads of Europe ; Social-
isn, Communism, Nihilism, and other
isis are agitating mankind ; intemper-
ance, that disgrace of our advanced
cià ilization, is blighting humanity with
its destructive curse; labour and cap-

A Paper read before the Toronto Te.nchers'
Awociation.

ital sec.m to find but little reconcilia-
tion; in some parts of every large city
even in the very shadows of Christian
sanctuaries, there are slums of vice as
degrading as anything to be found in
pagan lands. Under siuch conditions
the question cannot but come forcibly
to the mind of the teacher, are our
schools fulfilling their mission for hu-
manity? Aretheyhelping torid society
of its evils, and doing their work in
implanting those prinaples that cle-
vate, purify, and ennoble? Is the
school-room proving itself as it should
do an important factor in hunian
progress ?

The time was when matters per-
taining to goverament were supposed
to belong exclusively to the considera-
tion of a few persons, an oligarchy, an
aristocracy, or an absolute nonarch.
That time has passed away so far as
our own country is concerned, and
for weal or woe, we are now entrusted
with the governance of ourselves.
And not merely are we called upon
to settle matters of government, but
various other questions affecting our
social relations are continually forced
upon us for decision. Political re-
formers have demanded the extension
of the franchise, but the privilege of
voting does not confer wisdom on the
voter. A majority niay be as guilty of
injustice and tyranny as a despotism.
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The education of the citizen com-
prises: (i) 'The development and
strengthening of the mo...1 faculties;
(2) A knowledge of the duties of
citizenship, which includesan acquain-
tance with Social Lav and the Func-
tions of Govcrniment.

x. The moral training of the pupil
cannot be toostrongly em phlasized. By
moral training I do not mean merely
such instruction in the principles of
morality as may be taught froni text-
books,-howevcr valuable sucli know-
ledge mnay b,-hutt the continuous,
ever-vigilant effort of the teacher to
develop noble character. Mere in-
tellectual ability, extensive and varied
knowledge, the possession of abund-
ant and efficient educational appli-
anres are valuable; but when com-
pared with an intense love of truth,
and an indomitable determination to
make the best use of one's circum-
stances, they are as the dross to the
fine gold or as the casket to the
gem. There is a poverful teniptation
ever haunting the teacher, simply
to get into the mind of the pupil
the appointed task, and to feel
that lie lias fulfilled his duty when the
pupil can pass the required test at an
examination; but there are elements
in the training of a youth that cannot
be shewn on paper, nor be niade to
do service at an examination, and for
which the teacher cannot get credit
in any systemofI "payment by results."
I do not condemn that system; but
there is much danger of a teacher
thinking that his task is accomplished
when the examination is success-
fully passed; and so much applause is
showered on that teacher who counts
up the greatest number of successful
students, that there is all the more
necessity for ever keeping in view
the fact that any system of education
which ignores the development of
character, andthe trainingandstrength-
ening of the moral faculties is essen-
tially defective.

Wc can hardly call that education
a successful one wvhii liermits a pupil,
after several years of training. to fnd
more plcasure in a dirty "cutty" pipe,
an cqually dirty pack of cards, the
latest sensational novel, or the billiard
table, than in the grand truths to be
found in our rich stores of historical,
scientific and poetic literature. One
of the dangers to which society in this
country is exposed is the tendcicy to
sacrifice the grand opportunities of
life to employments intended simply'
to please, regardless of any genuine
improvement and profit. Great na-
tions are made up of laborious toilers,
not idle trifiers; of earnest men having
a determined and noble purpose; and
the teacher who wishcs for the highest
success must aim at developing in
his pupils the spirit of ambitious en-
deavour to make the best use of
their opportunities.

2. Some writer has said tliat " after
the study of Religion which teaches
us our relations to God, the most press-
ing duty of man is the study of politi-
cal science, which teaches us our
relations to our fellov-men." I ani
not prepared altogethei- to agree with
this statement, for man always needs
food, clothing, and shelter, and in any
system of education, the fitting of
the youth to provide these in the best
manner must always reccive its just
recognition.

Of the importance of an adequate
knowledge of the true functions ofgov-
ernment and the social forces by
whicli society is govemned, every page
of history bears testimony. Many of
the evils under which society is at
present suffering can be largely traced
to the mistaken policy pursued by
different governments. Increasing
the number of voters, or giving the
ballot, is no remedy for these evils.
There must be increased knowledge
of their causes before the proper
remedies can be applied.

A bad law may be repealed in an
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hour ; but the evil habits produccd
by had laws arc apt to he handcd
downl as 1. icies to succecding gen-
erations. One of the diflicilt prob.
lems that England bas still to dcal
with, is the proper management of ler
plrofessional paupeIs, who have been
created and fostercd largely ly her
Poor Laws.

In spite of ail the wonderful ad-
vanccmcnt that lias been made in the
instruction of the people, there arc
ianyv popular errors which may any
day become embodied in the statute
books of the nation. Allow nie to
give an exaniple :

In the word wors there lurks an
amlbiguity. A workman asks an em-
ployer to give him some work. What
the man really is looking for is not
work but wages. He offers the use
of his muscle and his brain which we
call 7oork. The employer offers him
in return what we cail wages, so many
dollars, pounds, or shillings as the
case may be. The labourer now
takes these dollars and with them ob-
tains such commodities as lie wants,
and then, and only then, does lie
really obtain what are his actual
wages, viz., his food, clothing, shelter
and what not, which he receives in ex-
change for his money. But so much
are people accustomed to associate
vork and wages, that time and again
thé two things are confounded as if
they were one and the sane thing.
You are well aware that one of the
standing resolutions of trades-unions
is a protest against prison labour;
because, as they assert, prison labour
takes away the vork fron the honest
workman, and, therefore, it takes
away his wages. I am willing to ad-
mit that it does take away his work ;
so does the horse drawing a load of
bricks take away the work from the
brick carrier; but I most emphati-
cally deny that it deprives him of any
portion of his wages. To suppress
prison labour would be just as wise as

to shoot the horses and compel men
to carry the loads, or to make wood-
mei work with dull-edged axes, or even
without axes at ail, for then would
their work bn infmitely increascd ;
while wages would be proportinnate.y
diiinished. Kecping in remei-
brance that men work to get com-
modities-then wC cai easily undler-
stand that by increasing products, bv
prison or any other labour, we increase
wages, and by diminisling producis
we dininish wages.

Take another example: No word
in the English language is more
frequently used tIan the word money;
and I may add, no word in the
English language is more frequent-
ly misused than the word nioncy,
You are ail aware that a piece of gold
of a certain weight and fineness lias a
certain value, just as a bushel of
whcat, a cord of wood, or a coat, lias
a certain value. Now, the Govern-
ment takes this picce of gold and
stamps it. What does that stamp
mean ? Sinply this: it certifies the
weight and fineness of the gold; that
is ail. It adds nothing to, it takes
nothing from, the value. Gold had
value before ever Governments thought
of stamping it. As one writer has
aptly remarked : " The Government
stamp saves the merchant the trouble
of carrying about a pair of scales and
a boule of acid to weigh and test the
gold." For the sake of economy the
Goveriment issues notes. The face
of the note says : "The Dominion of
Canada will pay the bearer the sun
of One Dollar." A note is simply a
promise to pay a certain weight of
gold, just as a baker's ticket promises
to pay a loaf on demand. But be-
cause the promise and the thing
promised are both called " rnoney,"
they have been confounded as the
sanie thing, and because we effect all
our exchanges by means of " money,"
some pec ple think that a mere in-
crease of ithe means of exchange will
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necessarily also increase the things to
be exchanged.

Of the evil effect of this doctrine let
one example suffice.

In the month of Decenber, 1861,
a soldier's widow put into a bank in
the United States $2oo, and then re-
moved with her children to California.
After the lapse of two and a-half years
she withdrew ber deposit and received
$83, accrued interest at six per cent.
included. She should have received
fully two hundred and thirty dollars.
Why was this fraud? Because the
United States had committed the
fatal error of issuing an irredeemable
currency. When a Government issues
an irredeemable currency, anything
issued beyond the wants of commerce
is a forced loan. If that were ali, it
might not be a very serious evil, but
that is not all, ior the worst. The
worst feature, and that which stamps
an irredeemable currency, as an act of
aGovernment,under no circumstances
justifiable, any more than licenses for
burglary would be justifiable, is the
fact of its depreciation. Mark care-
fully what this depreciation means.
It gives every debtor the privilege of
compounding with his creditors.

If anyone were to ask me where lie
might get an idea of the standard to
which school pupils were expected to
attain in this Province, I would refer
him to the excellent examination pa-
pers issued by the Education De-
partment, which are accepted as a
standard by teachers themselves. In
those papers we find such questions
as the fobowing : 4 What is meant
by the centrifugal and centripetal
forces?" "How does the law of grav-
itation vary?" " Describe the Gulf
Stream, giving its course, and how it
affects the cliniate of certain coun-
tries."

Now though all the world were
ignorant of the centrifugal and centri-
petal forces, the earth would pursue

her path through space in ber ap-
pointed season. Man cannot inter-
fer- with that; not an inch can he alter
hier course; not a second, ber time.
It is not so with social forces. Here
man can and, as I have shewn you,
does interfere. Questions of trade,
of competition, of relations between
master and servant, of the employ-
ment of capital-all these are under
the action of great social forces; and
human laws are just or unjust exactly
as they harmonize or interfere with
these forces. If, therefore, we con-
sider it of importance that the pupil
should be acquainted with the mech-
anism of the heavens, where lie lias
no control, is it not of vastly more
importance that he should have some
knowledge of the mechanism of hu-
man society where he bas control,
and wiere the condition of his fellow
creatures must be affected beneficially
or injuriously by that control?

To expect that we can make expert
statesmen out of our youth would be
Utopian, but the laws of society are
not so profound but that they may be
easily comprehended by our advanced
pupils. The teacher should ever try
to develop the imagination of the pupil.
In history this is of great importance.
The realizing of past events and con-
ditions of society is essential to the
proper understanding of history. To
read dates, to learn lists of names, to
enumeratd a series of past eventF, gives
but a very inadequat- knowledge of
history. I do not see howv the en-
thusiasm of the student can be aroused
without this proper use of the imagi-
nation. The mental eye must be
trained to look upon the unseen, the
past, and the remote. In this manner
I would like the pupil to gain such a
knowledge of the complex machinery
of hiuman society. He would there
find that amid vast apparent confusion
there reigns a grand harmony, which
I am tempted to think is just as beauti-
ful and admirable as anything revealed
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in the physical forces of the heavens
or the earth.

I must here consider for a few
moments an objection that may be
offered to the necessity of initroducing
the subject of Political Economy into
our schools. Newspapers treat princi-
pally of political subjects, and it may
be urged that the pupil will be sure to
gain an adequate knowledge of these
subjects after he leaves school. Per-
haps he may. But what is there to
prevent the demagogue getting control
of the press ? There is no inherent
virtue in a newspaper, and as we see
the press at the present day, there is
one fault that renders it very untrust-
worthy to deal with this subject-I
refer to its partisan character. Given
the power to read, let the pupil read
continuously one side of a discussion,
and lie is just as fit to judge correctly
as a jury is fit to render a verdict after
hearing the evidence and the counsel
on one side only.

I recommend this subject to the
teacher all the more earnestly, because
of the grand aim it has in view. Many
things are taught to the pupil that he

may hardly ever be called on to apply
in after-life, vhile lie can scarcely enter
into a profession or a trade, much less
can lie take his part in the duties of
citizenship without being required to
use his knowledge of the laws of
social science. In teaching this sub-
ject the teacher may well cherish a
patriotic pride in feeling that his
labour lias a directly beneficient ob-
ject. Are wars to cease, are contests
between capital and labour to be-
come things of the past, is taxation to
be justly distributed, is freedom to
extend, is poverty to be ameliorated,
is man to labour only for the good of
man ? The teacher has much to do
in the solution of these questions.
The toils of the faithful teacher are
often but poorly paid, and still more
poorly appreciated. But if he can
feel that he is working for the
benefit of humanity, that this world's
woes will be less because he lias
aided to spread truth; lie may well
disregard the lack of material reward
or appreciation in the nobler feeling
that to give is more blessed than to
receive.

THE difficulties of doubling the Cape of
Good Hope, called by its first discoverer the
Cape of Storms, are familiarized to us by
the story of the Flying Dutchman. Mr.
Francis Galton accounts for theni by the
strong narrow current of warn water driven
from equatorial latitudes by the prevailing
east winds; it sweeps down the south-east
coast of Africa, and spreads to the south of
the cape in numerous streamiets, causing
marked atmospheric disturbance and storms.
These east winds, when they reach the con-
tinent, are deflected in the same direction as
the currents, by coming in contact with the
bounding face of a table-land, which in the
neighbourhood of Lake Nyassa, is 8,ooo
feet high, and gradually declines going south-
eastward. This table-land in fact has thesame
effect upon the vind, as the coast has upon the
current, and helps to produce the same effect
-a stormy sea south of the Cape.

O1 Christmas Day last, Mr. Longfellow
wrote thus pleasantly to Mr. Peaslee, Super-
intendent of Public Schools, Cincinnati, in
reply to an invitation to send a few lines for
the intended celebration of the poet's seventy-
third birthday by the public schools of that
city : " I wish it were in my power to com-
ply with your request to send you some lines
to be read on the *occasion you mention.
But want of time and numerous engagements
render it impossible. I can only send you
my Christmas and New Year's greeting to
the grand army of your pupils, and ask yotu
to tell them, as I ani sure you have often
told then before, to live up to the best that
is in them; to live noble lives, as they ail
may, in whatever condition they may find
themselves, so that their epitaph may be
that of Euripides: 'This monument does
not make thee famous, O Euripides, but
thou makest this monument famous.' "
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A NIOTHER influence which tend-
ed to produce the same result,

was the establishment of schools in
different countries of Europe. In
Britain and France, Spain and Ger-
many, various schools were established
to which pupils resorted from distant
lands. From these light radiated in
all directions. Here lectures were
given and discussions held to which
throngs resorted. In one, for in-
stance, were 30,000 pupils attending,
in another, 25,000, while arnong the
students attending another, were
tventy cardinals and fifty bishops.
Education is a quickener of thought
and an enlarger of knowledge. Dis-
cussion is the crucible fron which
Truth cornes forth, stripped of her
dross, brighter, purer, diviner than
before. But while the world was thus
being enlightened by schools which
soon dotted the country, there was
silently taking root in the brain of an
obscure German an art which was des-
tined to revolutionize the world of
letters and give it a power and per-
manence it never before possessed-
the art of printing. Before the in-
vention of printing, it was a difficult
task to preserve or multiply books.
Parchment was the only material used
for writing, and as it was very expen-
sive, the practice of erasing one manu-
.script in order to make rooni for an-
-other, became very common. Books
were few in number, and what few
there were, were confined to the
learned. But a mighty change took

place with the invention of printing.
Schools acquired an influence they
never before had, books were muhi-
plied and brought within the reach of
the poorest,the blessings of knowledge
were sown broadcast over the land,
men's intellectual activities were awak-
ened, and a general resurrection of
mind took place. Thus did all these
influences pave and prepare the way
for the emancipation of the world
fron the moral and intellectual bond-
age under which it had long groaned.
God ever works slowly, but surely.
He prepares men for the unfolding of
His purposes, and not until by a long
process of training and discipline
their minds are prepared to receive
light, does He cause the light to shine
forth to enlighten and to bless. Long
ages, we have reason to suppose,
rolled away, during which our earth
was being prepared for the bringing
forth of fruit and the support of man,
ere God sent forth the fiat " Let there
be light," and so two long centuries
passed away ere He commands the
light to shine forth by which the thick
darkness of ignorance and supersti-
tion melts away, and moral verdure
and beauty mantde the world. Al
the influences we have mentioned
may be compared to so many streams
which, starting from separate fountain-
heads, at length converge, and melting
into and mingling with each other,
form one broad, deep and majestic
river. Or these influences may be
likened to precious seed dropped into
the soil of the world. That seed was
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soon in tears, it vas vatered by the
blood of martyrs, the warm sunshine
of God's smile shone upon it, and it
grew and greened and ripened into a
glorious harvest-field-the religious
and intellectual Reformations of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
Those Reformations meant emancipa-
tion fron spiritual and mental bond-
age, the dawn of a day for which the
heart of the world had long been
yearning-the loosing of the shackles
of ecclesiastical oppression and tyran-
ny.

Then did the twilight which, for
centuries, was spreading and bright-
ening, melt away into the clear, bright
light of day; the storm-cloud which
had for centuries been gathering over
the head of the Church, growing
denser and blacker, at length burst
forth with terrible fury, shaking it to
its very foundations and inspiring
the hearts of mon with foreboding
and fear; the tide of truth which had
long been at its lovest ebb, was now
advancing to its spring-tide height,
and before its surging waves, the lofty
edifice of ecclesiastical tyranny was
fast crumbling away, and shewing how
powerless it was to resist the onward
march of Truth ; for Truth must live,
she is immortal and has an invulner-
able life. From the fiery furnace of
persecution she has coine forth puri-
fied from her dross, and bright with a
heavenly radiance; the storms which
have raged around her have only
tested her pover of endurance, filled
her sails, and caused her to speed on
vith a swifter, statelier tread, on her

heaven-directed course, victorious over
every wave of trial.
"Truth crushed to death, shall rize again,

The eternal ye:rs of God are hers,
But error nýounded, writhes in pain,

And dies, arnid her worshippers."

The Reformation under Luther and
that under Bacon may be regarded as
different aspects of the same tidal
wave which, in that period, swept

over the face of Europe, different
harvests of the sane sowing, differ-
ent hues of the same rainbow.
The same influences which led to-
the one also led to the other, for
whatever went to weaken the influ-
ence of the Church, went also to
weaken the nfluence of Aristotle,
whom the Church set up as the infal-
lible teacher of scientiflc truth. When
Luther, hero that he was, came forth
and questioned the infallibility of the
Pope, the way was opened up for
questioning the infallibility of Aris-
totle. The same blow which was
dealt out to the onc, was dealt out
with equal force to the other, and
vi:e versa. The liberty to read an
open Bible paved the way for open-
ing the Book of Nature and reading
her ample page, while, on the other
hand, the liberty to open the Book
of Nature which was claimed by the
intellectual heroes of the preceding
century, by Roger Bacon, Copernicus
and Galileo, prepared the way for
Luther and for the liberty of reading
an open Bible. The Reformation
under Bacon again, like that under
Luther, was gradually brought about.
The age was moving Bacon-ward long
before it became Baconian. By those
who went before, by men who, in the
face of trial, persecution and death
itself, dared to be true to themselves
and to the cause of truth, was the way
prepared for the advent of Bacon.
There was thus intellectual life before
Bacon, as there was spiritual life be-
fore Luther ; a spirit of investigation
had been inspired, and many here and
there were found opening the Book
of Nature and unfolding her laws.
And, at length, when all things were
ready, when every influence previously
operating had performed the work
assigned it, and men's minds seemed
prepared by the training and discip-
line of centuries, for brighter gleams of
light and greater advances in know-
ledge, Francis Bacon arose to sys-
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temnize the results already arrived
at, to proclaim the gospel of science,
and to inaugurate a glorious era of in-
tellectual liberty and progress.

Francis Bacon was born in London
in the year 156t. He was a delicate
boy and noted for the gravity of his de-
nieanour and his sedentary habits. It
is said that while a mere child, lie, on
one occasion, stole away from his con-
panions to inquire into the cause of
an echo which he happened to hear.
It shews that even then the peculiar
bias of his mind had become mani-
fest. At thirteen, lie went to college,
where lie remained three years. It is
said that when a mere youth at col-
lege, lie planned that great intellectual
reformation associated with his name.
Whether this be so or not, we knçnw
for certain, that at the end of three
years, lie left college thoroughly dis-
gusted with the airy speculations there
engaged in, and carrying away with
hini but little reverence for Aristotle
or the ancient philosophy. After
leaving college, he went abroad and
travelled for some time, observing
mien and manners, and gathering in-
formation as he went. On returning
home, lie began the study of the law.
His genial disposition, ready wit and
graceful eloquence soon procured him
clients. He rose rapidly in his pro-
fession, but not without difficulty and
struggle. There were those who
viewed this rising young man with
jealous eye, who strove to blight his
prospects and belittle his talents. But
he struggled on. Merit will sooner or
later win its way to acknowledgment.
Envy may seek to blacken your name;
jealousy may do her best to retard
your progress or weaken your influ-
ence, or trip you down; clouds may
overshadow your sky, and steep and
rugged may be the pathway to suc-
cess; but persevere, young man, fear
not the difliculties which niay ob-
struct your pathway; "Onward and
Upward" let your watchword be ; ap-

preciation shall cone, although long
delayed ; light shall arise out of dark-
ness ; the sunshine of success shall, at
last, gleani out upon your pathway,
ail the more brightly by reason of the
darkness which preceded ; and from
the struggles and trials which you
manfully encounter you shail come
forth stronger and braver to vin life's
victories. Bacon rose rapidly, we
have said. He advanced from one post
of honour to another. He became
Queen's Counsel, then Attorney-Gen-
eral, thien Keeper of the Great Seal,
and then Lord Chancellor. But re-
verses came, misfortunes overtook
him, charges of the most serious na-
ture were brought against him, and
his downfall threatened to be as sud-
den and sad as his rise was rapid
and pleasing. He was accused of
bribery. The fact was, lie had been
living, like many of us nov-a-days,
too extravagantly, and to save him-
self from debt and disgrace, he was
obliged to accept bribes from suitors
wlho were willing to go any length to
have decision pronounced in their
favour. He vas tried, convicted and
condemned to pay a fine of forty
thousand pounds, and to be confined
in prison during the King's pleasure.
He was banished for life from the
court, and declared unfit to hold any
office or to sit in Parliament. Thus,
the cloud which had long been gather-
ing over his head broke, and from its
dark bosom went forth a tempest to
blast his naine and wither his hopes.
Side by side with the greatest intel-
lectual ability, there nay dwell the
greatest moral weakness. Bacon af-
fords striking illustration of the truth.
He had a towering intellect, enriched
by the fruits of long study. His know-
ledge was extensive, and embraced
in its wide circumference almost every
subject. His powers of observation
were so great that nothing escaped
their reach. But while intellectually
great, he was morally weak. Men-
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tally, he was a giant ; morally, a dwarf.
In the study, lie was great, familiar
with the whole circle of the sciences,
profoundly versed in almost every
branch of human knowledge; but
when lie emerged froin his study, and
went forth into the world of ien and
things, he was a dupe, and seerned
powerless to resist its temptations and
to battle with its sins. He stands as
a beacon-light on the shore of time,
not only to enlighten, but to warn.
From a study of his life, we learn what
philosophy can do, and what it can-
not, we see alike its glory and its
shanie. Philosophy may sharpen the
intellect, enlarge the mind, and open
up before it the wide domain of
knowledge. With it you may unlock
the hidden treasures of the earth,
fathomn the depth. of the sea, weigh
the sun in scales, count the stars of
heaven and learn the laws by which
their motions are governed; it nay
teach you to mollify the fierceness of
the storm, to rob the thunderbolt of
its power to harmn, and to make the
wild forces of nature subservient to
your purpose; but with all this, it may
leave you a moral dwarf, unable to
conquer your own spirit, powerless to
resist life's temptations, to endure its
trials, or vanquish its sins.

"Let knowledge grow from more to more,
But more of reverence in us dwell;
That iind and soul, according well,

May make one music as before.

Who loves not knowledge? Who shall rail
Against her beauty ? May she mix
With men and prosper! Who shall fix

lier pillars? Let lier work prevail.

But on her forehead sits a fire:
She sets her forward countenance
And leaps into the future chance,

Subnitting all things to desire.

Half-grown as yet, a child, and vain,
She cannot fight the fear of death,
What is she, cut from love and faith,

But some wild Pallas from the brain

Of Denons, fiery-hot to burst
All l*rriers in her onward race

For power? Let lier knoiv lier plice;
She is the second, not the first.

A higher hand must-miake her mild,
If all be not in vain; and guide
Her footsteps, noving side by, side

With wisdom, like the younger child."

But we hasten on to consider the.
glory of Bacon's life, the work which
has immîortalized his niame, and justly
entitles hin to the grateful remem-
brance of all generations. He was an
intellectual reformer. He continued
and, it may be said, completed the
glorious work which was carried on
by Roger Bacon, Copernicus and
others before him, and stands forth,
as the boldest champion of his age for
that intellectual liberty and progress
for which they toiled and suffered and
died. He threw off the last remaining
shackle with which liberty was bound,
opened wide the door and led her
forth to breathe a fresher air, and to
bask in a brighter sunshine. He pro-
claimed with no uncertain sound that
Nature is our grand field for investi-
gation, that her ample page is open to
everv eye, that within her is contained
our whole store of knowledge, and
that he who would discover truth and
bless mankind, must do so by a faith-
ful investigation of ber laws. He had
long felt convinced that the School-
men, acute and profound as many of
them were, had mistaken the road to
knowledge; that they had been beat-
ing the air and spending their strength
for naught; that the questions about
which they had been employing their
faculties were questions which could
not be solved, which produced no
fruit, and led to no practical result.
He saw that after a thousand years of
mental toil and effort, of airy specula-
tion and intellectual hair-splitting, no
discovery had been made, no stone
had been up-turned, no knot untied.
There was not a lack of toil or in-
dustry, of ploughing or sowing, but
somehow no blossom appeared, no
fruit was brought forth, no harvest
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garnered in. Men seemed to be con-
tinually working in a tread-mill, but
making no advance, continually de-
scribing a circle, leaving a certain
point and returning to the same point.
'T'lhe past appeared to stretch out far
behind hîim, as a vast desert waste in
which men had been diligently casting
seed, and harrowing it in with assidu-
ous care, but reaping no harvest,
gathering no fruit for their toil. He
set himself to inquire into the cause
of the strange phenomenon, nor was
inquiry vain. He saw that the School-
men, the philosophers who went be-
fore, iad completely mistaken the
method by which to arrive at truth as
well as the end for which truth should
be sought. Men were seeking to ar-
rive at truth by speculating and theor-
izing. Nature was to them a sealed
book which they were forbidden to
open at the peril of their lives. For-
bidden to observe and investigate,
they began to indulge in airy specula-
tions, to frame imposing theories, and
to devote their energies to questions.
which led to no practical result.
But they mistook, likewise, the aim or
end for which truth should be sought.
They held that the aim for which
truth should be sought, was, not to
benefit man or to mitigate huinan
woe, but to sharpen the faculties, to
exalt the mind, to attain a visionary
and impossible perfection. They de-
spised the pursuit of comfort as un-
worthy of a man; to employ philoso-
phy or investigation for the purpose
of contributing to human well-being
and alleviating human sorrov, was to
degrade it, to make it vulgar, to strip
it of its dignity. Arithmetic, for in-
stance, was to be studied, not for the
purpose of teaching men how to buy
or sell or be good merchants or trad-
ers, but to whet the faculties, and to
enable theni to grasp abstract truth.
Geometry or mathematics was to be
pursued for the same reason ; to em-
ploy it for any other purpose, to ap-

ply it, for example, to navigate a ship,
or compute the area of a field, or the
height of a hill, would be to degrade
and vulgarize it.

Now, Bacon taught, in the first
place, the truc method by which science
was to be advanced and discovery
made. He proclaimed with a clear-
ness and force never before equalled,
that experinent and observation were
the means by which discovery was to
be made, science advanced, and Na-
ture's laws unfolded, that no theory
hovever imposing, no speculation,
however lofty, was to be accepted, un-
less based upon carefilly observed
facts, facts drawn from Nature, by
keen observation and pains-taking ex-
periment. That the scientist, with ex-
periment and observation as his com-
panions, might go forth to his noble
work of life, confident of success, sure
to discover truth, to move on the car
of progress, and to unravel the
mysteries of the universe. Let the
facts, Bacon taught, upon which you
build your theory be few, your founda-
tion narrow, and you commit the
saine blunder which the Schoolmen
committed ; your theory, however
plausible and imposing it may seeni,
like a house resting upon a flimsy
foundation, cannot withstand the on-
slaught of investigation; but, on the
otherhand,build upon a broadfounda-
tion of carefully observed facts, and
your theory shall be truc and abiding;
it will stand the test of time, it vill
survive the fierce gale of hostile criti-
cism, and will find a fitting place in
Truth's glorious temple.

But not only did Bacon proclaim
the truc method by which science was
to be advanced and trutl discovered
but he taught as clearly the great end
to be aimed at in the discovery of
truth, viz., the benefiting of mankind,
the amelioration of the condition of the
human race, the increase of human
happiness. Uti//y and pogress, lie
asserted to be the grand object to be
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pursued in the discovery of truth.
Hle saw that if any practical fruit was
to be reaped, we must study nature
in order to add to the sum of human
happiness. The philosophy which
lie taught was thus an eminently prac-
tical one; it aimed at being useful and
practical; its value was to be meas-
ured by the fruits which it brought
forth. Bacon has been accused of
lauding too highly those practical
studies which link themselves with
human life and activity, to the depre-
ciation of those more abstract studies
whichwhet the facultiesand strengthen
the reasoning powers. It is alleged
that lie made everything bow to the
practical, and weighed all things in
scales which it supplied, and that,
therefore, the tendency of his phil-
osophy is to lower man in the scale
of being and to lead to a gross mat-
erialism. There is no doubt that
Bacon did give large prominence to
the practical,and subjected everything
to apractical test, but he was led to
do so, we should remember, not from
a desire to depreciate or under-estimate
the moral or spiritual side of man's
nature, but from a vivid perception of
the evils to which the old philosophy
had given rise, from a profound im-
pression of its powerlessness to benefit
man or to discover truth. His clear
perception of the evils to which it led
may have driven hini to the opposite
extreme and caused hirm to despise
everything which savoured of the old
system. Human nature, we know, is
prone to run to extremes; a bound
in one direction is usually followed by
as great a bound in an opposite direc-
tion. The human mind resembles
the wave on the sea-shore: the fur-
ther it recedes in one direction, the
greater the force with which it ad-
vances in the opposite. But Bacon's
mind was too fair and philosophical
not to give to every system its due.
While extolling the practical, he did
not ignore or despise the moral or

spiritual; while maintaining thatnature
should be studied and science pur-
sued because of the practical results
which they bestowed, he did not ig-
nore those studies which connect
themselves with man as a moral be-
ing, and which have for their object
the elevation of man. He saw in the
system of philosophy which he taught,
a panacea for the evi which the old
philosophy entailed,and he extolled it.
Through the faithful application of its
principles, he saw a glorious future
open up before his mind's eye. By
means of it, the long and desolate
winter was to pass away and a spring-
time of joy to dawn upon the world;
the streans of knowledge, long con-
gealed, were to melt and to course
through the world, bearingrefreshment

-and fertility wherever they flowed.
The barren field on which men had
been for centuries toiling, was to be-
come verdant and ripen into glorious
harvests, man was to go forth to
harness the wild forces of nature to
his service and make them subservient
to his will, and a golden age of dis-
covery to dawn upon the world. As
Moses of old ascended Pisgah and,
from its lonely height, turned his eye,
away from the dreary plains and
bitter waters and barren wilderness
stretching far behind, forward to the
glorious prospect before him, the land
flowing with milk and honey, watered
by noble rivers and fragrant with lus-
cious fruit and blooming flower, so
from the Pisgah-height of his lonely
emnence, may we imagine Bacon
turning his eye, away from the dreary
barren waste behind him, upon which
his predecessors for centuries toiled,
forward to the glorious future which.
expanded before him, to a land wat-
ered by ever-flowing streams of know-
ledge and clad with mental and moral
beauty and verdure. We have entered
upon that land, and are reaping the-
fruit of that philosophy which Bacon
enunciated and taught. Cast your
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eye back over the time which lias
elapsed since the age of Bacon, and
you cannot fail to sec that vast strides
have been made, rich harvest fields of
discovery reaped, marvellous progress
made, signal mental and moral vic-
tories achieved. Before that time, all
seenis stationary; since, all seems pro-
gressive; before,men were speculative,
given to theorizing; sinice, they are
active, observant and practical; be-
fore, the desolation and barrenness of
winter brooded over the world; since,
spring-time lias prevailed, a fresh life
lias been inspired, a spirit of activity
and progress pervades the age, streans
of knowledge have been set flowing,
and fields of discovery are being
crowned with verdure and fruitage.
Nature's laws are being ascertained,
lier arcana unfolded, and her treasures
unlocked. Knowledge lias increased,
science has made rapid strides, the
vild forces of nature have been tamed

and made to accomplish feats of
which our ancestors never dreamed,
and which, had they been foretold,
they would have laughed at as the
ravings of a madman. What marvels
have been wrought by means of steain
and clectricityl Ships, laden with the
products of distant climes, are wafted
to our shores, defiant of wind and
wave and tide; deep oceans have been
bridged, and vast continents, between
which deep oceans rolled brought with-
in whispering distance of each other;
our earth has been girdled with wires,
along which with the speed of light-
ning, winged words run, and men are
engaged in audible converse with each
other, although separated by scores of
miues. Railroads, like a large net-
work, intersect the land, along which
swift-flying trains glide, transporting
their living .freight from one part of
the country to the other. The light-
ning flash has been robbed of its pow-
er to harm, and the wild storm of its
desolating fury. By the numerous
time and labour-saving machines of

the farn and manufactory, our har-
vests are mown down and garnered in
as if by magic, and the products of
the manufacturer largely increased in
quantity and quality. And judging
froni the fruits wlich the past bas
yielded, may we not augur a bright
future to corne? hVIo can declare
what rich discoveries are yet to be
made, what harvests of knowledge are
to be reaped, or what glorious intel.
lectual and moral triumphs are yet to
be won? As with prophetic eye, I
peer into the future, a bright vision
of glory seems to rise before me. I sec
Science go forth into the field of na-
ture and uniocking richer treasures
than those of the past, exploring un-
trodden paths and cultivating untilled
fields. I see her riding forth to win
more glorious victories than those ai-
ready won, and retur,ning laden with
richer spoils. I see knowledge running
to and fro on the earth, and discover-
ies more wonderfui than those already
made dawning upon the world. I
see Nature and Revelation yielding
up their most costly treasures to the
earnest persevering toiler, Science lay-
ing lier richest offerings upon the
altar of Religion, and Religion conse-
crating and hallowing the offerer. I
see Truth coming forth from her long
struggle, crowned with victory and
moving on in ber majestic course,
conquering and to conquer, until all
discords are hushed in the universal
hariony, until peace, heaven-born
peace, throws ber mante over the
earth, until before the sunlight of
Eternal Truth, the mists of sin and
sorrov flee away and the whole earth
is radiant with ber glory and the most
glowing prediction of the fondest
drean of the poet is realized:

" Far I dipt into the future, far as human
eye could see,

Saw the vision of the world, and all the won-

der that would be;
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Saw the heavens 611 with commerce, argosies
of inngie sails,

Pilots of the purple twilight, dropping down
with costly bales ;

H1eard the heavens l111 with shouting, and
there rained a ghastly dew,

From the nations' airy navies grappling in
the central blue.

Far nlong the world-wide whisper of the
southi wind rushing warm,

With the standards of the peoples plunging
thro' the thundcr-storm ;

Till the war-druin throbbed no longer, and
the battle-flags were furlcd,

In the Parliament of man-the Federation
of the vorld."

THE ETYMOLOGICAL OBJECTION.

1Y T. J. GODFREY, HAMILTON.

A MONG objections urged againstthe spelling reform this seems to
be the most important. Men, who
are convinced on every other point,
fall back on this, confident that it is
more than suficient to condemn any
proposition towards a change. It is
proposed to examine the objection in
the present paper, to see how far
it holds good, and wherein it fails.
It will be unnecessary to go into
a consideration of the original in-
tention of alphabets-that will be
sufficiently obvious on a very short
examination. I shall, therefore, con-
fine myself closely to the etymologi-
cal objection, and leave the many
other arguments in favour of phonetic
spelling for future treatment. I know
when phonetic spelling is suggested to
many people they pooh-pooh the idea
-you can hardly induce them to ex-
amine it, they look on it as a good
joke and protest it is too ridiculous for
serious consideration. When you ask
them what theycan urge against it,they
say: "Oh, it would ruin our language
-it would destroy all our etymology."
In fact they will growv eloquent with
alarm at the frightful consequences of
such a revolutionary idea, and instead
of examining th'e proposition, they will
bestow upon the- proposer of such a

scheme all the choice adjectives of
their vocabulary expressive of the
assinine qualities of the man who
could dream of such a sacrilegious
innovation upon our language. This
is the general method of meeting
arguments favouring a reform. The
idea of a page of phonetic spelling in-
stead of the ordinary heterogeneous
mixture of letters, fills them with a
strange concern for the future of " our
good old mother tongue as it was and
is" and, as they hope, "will be." They
draw up imaginary pictures of the
dreadful consequences of such a
scheme, and actually shudder at their
own visionary creations. Such a class
as this always exists-ready to cry
down any progressive movement.

It is claimed in support of our pres-
ent spelling that by it we preserve, to
a certain extent, the history of the
particular word ; but while this is true
to a linited degree it is far from hold-
ing generally. However,this historical
spelling is not consistently carried out,
even if it be a benefit; and if it be a
benefit in its present incomplete usage,
it would be much more so if carried
out wholly; hence we should take a
retrogressive step and always insert
the chief letters of all the roots. How
many defenders of our present spelling
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would be willing to do so? Yet suci
a step would be the logical result fol-
lowing from their own arguments. As
nowapplied, ourspelling isalmost any-
thing but etynological. The spelling
of a word is influenced by Syncope,
as in head from A. S. hcafde, lord from
A. S. hiaford, round fron L. rotundus;
by Aphoeresis, as bury from A. S. be-
byrgian, unc/c from L. avinculus; by
Apocope, as in pfage from L. pagina;
by Prothesis, as sp/ash from p/ash,
estaie from state; by Epenthesis, as
corporal from eapora4 fartlier from
farrer; by Paragoge, as in sorcerer
from Fr. sorcicr: by Metathesis, burnt
from A. S. briunt, purpose from L
proposiiun, and iso by Grimm's Law'
of which it is not necessary to give
any examples. These examples do
not speak well for the consistency of
our " etymological " spelling.

To the insertion of extra-radical
letters we may often attribute the
wrong derivations suggested by the
spelling of many words-as island
suggestive of insu/a instead of ciland,
rhyme suggesting Gr. rhytlmos instead
of rime, hurricanc suggesting hurry-
cane instead of ouragan, and many
other such cases of mistaken deriva-
tion occur in this way. Again letters
are often inserted to mark a preced-
ing long vowel, as the final e in so
many words, or to shew a short vowel
as doubling the consonant, and also
to make difficuit combinations easily
pronounced as in yonder where d is
strengthening, the n in messenger, and
b in c/inmb and abridge. It is often
almost impossible to tell which a letter
is-radical or functional. The inser-
tion of these letters-or orthographi-
cal expedients-is a constant source
of annoyance: the radical letters are
inserted, and also the extra-radical for
the functions indicated, hence the
confusion. Most people lose sight of
this answer to the etymological objec-
tion, and while the objectors hunt up
solitary instances of derivation ob-

scured by phonetic spelling and h ",i
them up like huge scarecrovs, they
too forget these inconsistencies of the
system they are defending.

Archbishop Trench, in Past aund
Present (page 297), says: "The
most frequent cause of alteration in
the spelling of words is the wrongly
assumed derivation" (in words like
those quoted above, for instance). "It
is sought to bring the word into har-
mony with, and make it by its spelling
suggest, the derivation thus thrust upon
it. Men will put life into a word-a
life of their own devising-rather than
it should be a dead and inert sign.">
Now I suggest that the reason men
do so is not because they w/illpu /ife
into a word, but because t/tey are /cd
by the analogy of other words. These
other words have a derivation with
which men are acquainted and which
is usually suggested by the spelling,
hence they will assume that new
words should resemble familiar forms
in some way. If words were written
phonetically no such mistakes could
be made. The pronunciation would
be absolutely fixed-a fact men could
not help noticing, in the printed word
especially, and it would be impossible
to twist the word into harmony with
fanciful derivations. With present
spelling the word is certainly before
people, but they cannot pronounce it
unless they have heard it before. So
if an approximate pronunciation can
be found it can easily be twisted into
a resemblance to some familiar form,
and anything plausible will be eagerly
seized.

Ability to trace a word by its spell-
ing, though it may often assist us in
arriving at its meaning, is not the
way by which we generally acquire
the peculiar function of each word.
It is truc we often use this historical
spelling to arrive at the exact force of
a word, but we could still do so with
phonetic spelling, and it is only when
we have a fair acquaintance *with a
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word that we think of applying this test.
The greater part of our words are ac-
quired quite independent of etymnol-
ogy. The manner in which we hear
words used by others is the great
source whence we obtain most of ours,
and by this means we acquire a much
more correct knowledge of the pecu-
liar use of cach word than we could
possibly acquire by studying the de-
rivation. This etymological spelling
is more a matter for the antiquarian
than one of usefulness. It matters
very little how words are introduced
or what their source may be, people
vill becone acquainted with then

and use them correctly. It is only
when a man has acquired considerable
education that lie can sec any connec-
tion between the derivation of a word
and the word itself. What do most
people know of derivation? How
much use is it to them?

Again words often acquire peculiar
meanings-meanings quite different
from what the root represents, and it
is only the phîlologist who can trace
anyconnection between the two forms.
Such are vil/ain, heathen, absurd, girl,
specidate, fatal, fortunate, consider.
These also are illustrations of words
whose spelling furnishes no possible
due to their meanings-unless some
cotemporaneous history of the words
be kept. The number of such words
is great-these would be utterly lost
without an accompanying cotempo-
raneous history-their historical spell-
ing would not save them.

Double forms are often formed from
the same root-these form pairs, each
of which has quite a distinct meaning.
No difliculty appears to be felt in
tracing these forms to the same root-
even though the two forms are spelled
very differently. Fidlity and fealty,
supeifices and surfaces, float and fleet,
band and bond, tradition and treason,
now if each of these pairs can be traced
-even in the altered spelling-could
they not be as easily traced when

spelled phonetically? Phonetic spell-
ing would not obscure such words as
these, at all events.

Etymology is of very little practical
importance. The ordinary man would
not be able to use the word better
if he were told augur was derived
frorm avis a bird, or mdancieoly from
Gr. mean black, cholc bile, or can-
didate fron L. candco I an white,
however interesting this may be to
others-to him it would be so much
useless information. To receive any
benefit from derivation one must have
some knowledge of all the languages
from which ive obtain most words,
and this is impossible. It is truc we
may know something of Latin, Greek,
German, and French, but what of
Hebrew, Spanish, Scandinavian, Ara-
bic, Hindoo, and others from cach of
which .we get many words? The
most enthusiastic conservator of pres-
ent spelling could hardly ask such an
extensive range of linguistic acquire-
ments even to preserve it. Etymo-
logical spelling cannot be fully appre-
ciated unless one bas a comparatively
good knowledge of other languages
than his own. It matters very little
to most people whence our words are
derived; for ail purposes of life it is
sufficient that we have the word, and
that we know its meaning and its use.
This is the practical side of the ques-
tion, and it is the most important.
Ordinary men would be about as
much benefited by a knowledge of
the derivation of words as they would
be if some one informed then who
was the inventor of the tools with
which they work. Such information
adds neither to their usefulness nor
comfort, and the character of the in-
formation conveyed by etymological
spelling is about the same-hence
few will care to retain such a useless
ornament of our language. It is use-
less to urge sentimentalism; the age is
beyond that, it looks for practical re-
sults and reforms.
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Phonetic spelling would not obscure
the dcrivation of any considerable
number of words; it hardlyaffects any,
and when it does the alteration gener-
ally favours the derivation. To say
that the form of words would be
greatly altercd by phonctic spelling is
to admit that the question lias not been
carcfully examined. If any one will
take the trouble of writing phonetic-
ally a few hundred words selectcd at
random from the pages of a dictionary,
he will sec how vcry slightly the form
of the word will be changed; and
when it is changed the change will
not be sufficient to destroy the connec-
tion betwecn the present and original
form. Would a scholar-or any one
-be in any way disturbed by seeing
metaphor spelled metafor, or would it
completely overturn his knowledge of
the language if he saw deiýgn spelled
dan, or impugn impun, or yacht yot,
or debt det, notwithstanding Arch-
bishopTrench secs so much eloquence
in the silent letters of these and simi-
lar words ? (Past and Present, 287.)
When looked at in this way it resolves
itself into this, "which is the langu age,
the spoken or the written word ?"-a
question easily answered when we
consider that the spoken word was the
original, and that it can and did exist
independent of the written word.
Writing is only a conventional mode
of representing language to facilitate
communication between individuals.
If that be the aim of the written word
then it should assimilate as closely as
possible to the spoken word and be
spelled phonetically. Let many men
declare that the written word is what

fixes the language-gives it stability
-as the spoker word is always chang-
ing. Men may naintain such a doc-
trine with all their ability, but I think
it only requires a vcry short examina-
tion to sec its fallacy. If ren have
chosen a particular mode of repre.
scnting a language it would scem a
strange transformation to say that
what was chosen to represent the
language has become itself the veri-
table language-just as if the word
h-o-u-s-c should become the thing
itself.

This Etymological Objection looks
formidable at first, but wicn we ap-
proach it critically it somehow be-
comes shaky, and eventually tumbles.
It is one of those arguments men
seize in despair and urge with alarm
and hope. The etyniology of words
is of no use to any but the cducated,
and they would still have it even with
a phonetic diction. Etymological
dabblers rnay wish to retain our pre-
sent spelling, but the real etymologi-
cal scholar will be as 'nuch pleased
by the change as any one. He will
still have all the material he wants
left him. I think it a piece of great
presumption on the part of these ety-
mological dabblers to ask a whole
nation to continue an absurd system
of spelling simply for the pleasure of
the thing. The question merits seri-
ous consideration, but there will be
no use sitting down to examine it
with a sarcastic grin and a mind
determined not to be convinced; and
is there anything gained by simply con-
tradicting arguments which cannot be
refuted? That will not change facts.
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ARCHII1ALD MaMt.'RCIIV, M.A., MATHEMATICAL EDITOR, C. E. M.

Outr cnrrcspondents will plcasc bcar in mind. that the arranging of the matter for the tarintcr is greatty
farilitated when they kindly wtrime out their contribuations, intcnded for insertinn. on one %ide of the îapcr
ONt.Y. or ro that ench distinct answcr or %ubject may admat of an easry scparation from other mnattcr without
thc ncccrsity of having it rc-writtcn.

SOLUTIONS.

Solutions by Prof. Edgar Frisby, M.A.,
Naval Obscrvajory, Washington.

107. If x+y-axy=o

z +X -cxy.=,
and if asy+bx:+cy'x=o, then

a b c
+

From first and third equations we have
X x

y=7- î ;:= - 1

Substituting in (2) gives (a +)x - 2x=bx2,
2

whence x=o or X --b

2
similarly y=o Y= +-

2
and Z=0 b+c-a'

and substituting the last values in
a:y+bx+cy:= gives the relation.

111. Divide without expansion
1 27

(* - y:) + yz by xi +y:-

-Y--\ 3Yz 3Y-)

X4 ~ ~ - = 2z+y .x'-+-- If

4 4 2 4
5 r 3

=( + yz) (x' - 5 x'yZ+ y *),2 4

whence dividing by the first factor we have

5 +r3

2 4

Solutions by F. Boultbec, Univ. Coli.

110. Factor /m+nx)' - (1+nx)(m+nx)

- ln(l+nx) (mnx =)r)+n(l+ nx)'.
(m+nx) ((m + nx)- (1 +nx))

-n(l+ nx) {1(m +nx) - (I - nx)}

{ (us + nx) - n1(l+ ix) }
{ i(m + nx) - (l+nx) .

soS. (Sec January number. S8o).

(- x)2n= +21X.......
2nI-(2n1 + r- 2) 211-(2n +r+ 1)

Ir-I 1r

(x)- n = i +nx+......

+ n-(n+r-2) n(n+)--(n+r+-r)
+ xr- 1 +x'.

Multiplying together we sec that given
expression equals coefficient of x' in

(1 - x)-2" ×(1 - x)-nI
equals coefficient xr in (1 -x)-s"

3n(3n + Il- (3n +r-1)

1 r
112. Two equal circles intersect in A and

B through D any point in the line AB;
DEC is drawn at right angles to AB, meet-
ing the circles in E and C respectivcly; join
BE and AE and produce them to meet AC
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in F, and BC in G respectively. Shew that
triangles A CG and BCF are similar.

The angle ACB is common to the two
triangles ACG and BCF. We can easily
prove that AB bisects HE (by 6th J3ook),
thus we get AH=AE, and angle ABH
equals angle ABE, since the two circles are
equal. But angle ABHequals angle A CII,
since both stand on the arc AIH.

.•. In the two triangles ABF and ACD
angle BAC is common, and angle ACD
equals angle ABP.

.*. AFB equals angle ADC equals right

angle. In the same manner angle A GB
equals right angle.

. Angle BPC equals angle A GC equals
right angle.

.*. Triangles A GC and BCF are similar.

113. Since angle AFB equals angic AGB
equals right angle, a circle will go round
quad. ABGF.

Solution by the proposer, Prof. Edgar
Frisby, M.A., Washington, U.S. Frank
Boultbue also solved this problem.

117. If a, le, y are the lengths of the lines
drawn through any point O within a triangle
parallel to the sides, then will

a ß y A
- +-+ - =2.
a b c F

aAF F

P_BF'
F-A¯ 1B O'
7YED' EO+OD' AF'+BF
c AB A -B AB

therefore

a /3 y AF+BF+FF'+AF'+BF
--+ + 2.
a b c AB

PROBLEMS.

137. The sides of a triangle ABC are
divided in order in ratio in : u, and the

points of section joined and a new triangle
formed; the sides of this being divided as
before, and so on to the r*th, triangle.

Shev that the areas of the given triangle
and the rth inscribed triangle are in ratio

(111+11),2 r
( - , and also that any rational

algebraic function of the areas of the odd
triangles of the series will be to the same
function of the areas of the even triangles in

ratio ( .+)2

?fn
2 

- ?funl+n

138. Sum the infinite series
I I I

- tan 0+- tan2 0 - - tan
3 0 -

1.2 2.3 3.4

tan- 0+etc.
4.5

139. Prove that

b+c a a
a b+c' b-+c
b c+a b 2(a+b+c)3

c¯¯a' b' c-t-a ¯(a+b)(b+c)(c+a)

c c a+b
I -- , -, --

a+b a+b c

WM. J. R. McMINN, B.A.,
Ottawa.
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RECENT SCIOOL LEGISLATION.

OUR readers will have seen by the account
of the proceedings of the last meeting of the
Local House, that Mr. Crooks, contrary to
vhat he had said to the deputation that

waited upon him about the Superannuation
Fund, has again been " tinkering " at school
legislation, and, so far as the.material inter-
ests of both scholars and teachers are con-
cerned, his efforts have been as unhappy as
they were last year. At the bidding of the
Dominion Grange, whose functions in this
instance assumed a Provincial character, and
in answer to the demand of a few members
who seem unable to realize the fact that they
have to legislate not for a township, or a
county, but for the whole province, he con-
sented, apparently against his better judg-
ment, to give trustees in rural sections a dis-
cretionary power to shorten the summer
holidays from six weeks to four. It is true
they are to get no legislative allowance for
any additional teaching days, but this appeal
to their cupidity will not increase their ad-
miration for Mr. Crooks. It is, as Mr.
Douglas remarks in the paper which we pub.
lish this month, not an easy matter to do
away with the consequences of a bad law,
and our Minister is likely to have an exten-
sive experience of this. He may find it as
difficult to restore the holidays to their pre-
vious length as he finds it to remedy the evil
of his ill-considered *measure last year for
limiting the power of trustees, who are them-
selves directly responsible to the ratepayers,
to raise money for building school-houses.

This is beginning to bear bitter fruit now.
Last year several Municipal Councils gave
evidence of their estimate of popular education

by refusing the grants asked for by Boards
of Trustees for necessary school improve-
ments, and within the last week or two, the
Toronto City Council has struck out of its es-
timates above $35,ooo asked for by the Pub-
lic School, Separate School and High School
Boards of the city, to provide additional
school accommodation which the increase of
the city imperatively demands. The effort,
feeble though it was, which Mr. Crooks made
during the last session to render inoperative
this ohnoxious feature of last year's Act,
shewed that he is aware of its danger ; we
trust he will renew it at the next session with
more vigour, and will not again ignomin-
iously withdraw from his position because of
the noisy demands of such suspicious friends
of our educational system as Mr. Miller of
Muskoka.

As this effort was no doubt the result
of mature deliberation, we think if even a
majority of the House had been against him
he should have stuck to what he thought
right. We need hardly remind a man of Mr.
Crooks' political experience that the vox
populzi is not always the vox Dei, and that
Members of Parliament, whether ministers or
private members, are not supposed to be
mere puppets of the popular will, but are ex-
pected to exercise their own individual opin-
ions in deliberating on the affairs of the na-
tion. Mr. Burke put this matter so clearly
before his constituents at Bristol that we
cannot do better than quote his words,
especially as there are more than Mr. Crooks
who are disposed to waive their own opinions
in favour of those of the majority.

" Certainly, gentlemen," he said, "it
ought to be the happiness and glory of a
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representative to live in the strictest union
vitlh his constituents. Their wishes ought

to have great weight with him ; their opinion
nigh respect. It is his duty to sacrifice his
repose, his pleasure, his satisfaction to
theirs ; and above all, ever, and in ail cases
to prefer their interest to his own. But, hls
unbiased opinion, his mature judginent, lis
enlightened conscience, he ought not to sacrifice
Io yot, Io any mnan, or (o an;y set -f uen liv-
in. These lie does not derive fron your

pleasure ; no, nor from the law and the con-
stitution. They are a trust from Providence,
for the abuse of which le is deeply answer-
able. Your representative owes you not his
industry only, but his judgment ; and lie be-
trays instead of serving you, if lie sacrifices
it to your opinion."

We can hardly expect thiese opinions to
prevail with Ministers so long as they retpin
their present dread of adverse votes. This
nakes themî the ahject followers of public
opinion rather than its leaders.

PREPARATION AND STANDING OF
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS IN

GERMANY.

BY DR. C. BALZ.ER, 0F EISENACH.

SUPPOSE I write the life of a teacher. After
having gone through a public elementary
school, beginning at six years of age and
continuing till be reaches his fifteenth year,
lie enters a preparatory school; in Prussia
there are so-called '' PrSparanden-Schu-
len ;" in Saxe-Weimar, where I now am
living, " Secundar-Schulen," in whicli the
young arien are better grounded in the sub-
jects of the elementary school, and continue
the course of its teaching, with a view of
preparation for the training college. While
in England a boy preparing for the teaching
profession begins with teaching under the
eyes of a practical teacher, in most cases at
thirteen years of age, h'ere be neither teaches
nor even acts as a monitor ; he merely con-
tinues his usual studies, to which the practice
of instrumental music (violin and piano, and
sometimes the organ) is added. The curri-
culuni of these schools generally lasts four

years. Ie then submits to an entrance ex-
amination for the training college, being now
nineteen years of age. The greater part of
those colleges are, as in England, boarding-
schools ; but there are also day-schools, as,
for instance at Eisenach, where the boys live
in town. It may here he remarked that it
is a very difficult question to decide which
of the two systems is preferable. I incline
to boarding-colleges situated cither in the
country or in small towns of not above 1o,-
oaa inhabitants ; for the young men, after
Icaving college, will in nost cases be thrown
into similar surroundings ; their living in a
large town while they are being trained
will not make them fitter for their after-
life. They stay in the training-college
for three years, occupied with whatever is
necessary for their profession theoretically ;
the studies in instrumental music are con-
tinued, and neither here nor in the prepara-
tory school is vocal music neglected-on the
contrary, the choir in the church and at
funerais is composed of these young people.
In the training college practical preparation
is not neglected. The first two ycars are,
besides their own lessons, mostly spent in at-
tendance at the lessons of the ordinary
teachers in the training-college schiool, and
in pointing out in writing what they have
seen and heard. In the third, and generallv
last year, the pupils themselves begin to
teach, a master and one or more co-pupils
are present, and ail doings of the young
teacher are afterwards criticised. The col-
lege teachers themselves are chosen from
among the best in the country ; their lessons
are model lessons, and their influence for good
or bad is, of course, very great. The training-
college school is divided into three or four
classes. In Prussia there is generally a
second training-college school, which in one
class contains pupils of ail ages from six to
fourteen ; for the greater part of the village
schools are one-class schools, and one teacher
must be able to teach ail the children, by hini
divided into subdivisions, which in turn re-
ceive his attention, and give him full occu-
pation. In his third year the teacher-in-
training has to give lessons, and to criticise
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those given by his comrades. Then the
final examination comes, comprising all the
theoretical parts of his education, and a
test of his power as a teacher. The examina-
tion is conducted by an examining body,
consisting of the teachers of the college and
a Government Commnissioner. The certifi-
cate so gained entitles a young mian to take
a schoolmaster's place, but only as a proba-
tioner. In that state he may be removed
froin his place at a six weeks' or three
months' warning. His salary is then usually
not so high as it vould be if his position
were a fixed one. He is not allowed to have
such a position before be prove, by a second
examination, after two years' practical work,
that he is indeed an efficient schoolmaster.
During that time a local inspector and a
Governnent inspector have the duty of see-
ing him at vork, and reporting about him ;
should these reports be unfavourable, he will
not at once be admitted to the second ex-
amination. This examination is by the
same examiners as the first on leaving the
training college, or before a similar commis-
sion at another training college, and the
young teacher is expected to shew that he
has not neglected his theoretical studies, and
has made progress in the art of teaching.

When he has passed this second trial he
may be promoted to a fixed position, and,
having attained one, he cannot, even when
lie neglects his duty, be removed without a
judicial decision, which is not given till
several admonitions have proved in vain.
The court which bas to decide is not com-
posed of judges ; it is a court of discipline,
consisting of members of the Government,
and the profession itself is represented on it.
The accused himself is allowed his defence,
though not always viva voce. The German
teacher is not dependent on his employers for
the tenure of his office ; his salary is fixed
(he cannot increase it by earning grants as
in England), and is increased at certain in-
tervals tili he reaches the highest amount.
If lie does his duty and lives an orderly life
lie has no reason to fear for his position -and
for his family. When he bas grown infirnm,
or when, from, mental or physical disability,

be is unable to keep his school, a pension is-
given to him, and, in case of his death, a
smaller one to his widow.

The entrance examination into a training.
college may be passed by persons who have
not been at a preparatory school of the sort
described above ; but it is impossible at pres-
ent to become an elementary teacher in
Germany without having pursued the neces-
sary studies and passed the examinations at
a training college. Fornerly it vas possi-
ble; but though in some parts of Prussia
teachers are still not sufficient in nunber, no-
body would nowadays think of allowing an-
other manner of preparation for this most
difficult profession.

Teachers who by their industry have mas-
tered languages or sciences beyond the range
of a public elenentary school, have an op-
portunity of raising themselves in their pro-
fession by passing an examination as rector
-that is, head master of the larger element-
ary schools, generally composed of six or
more classes, such as are found in all, but
especiAlly the large, towns ; or teachers may
qualify themselves for teaching the elenents
of a foreign language or of mathematics and
natural history in one of the higher girlâ'
school, or the so-called " Mittelschulen" for
boys, by passing an examination as " Mittel-
schullehren." These schools, intended for
artisans' children, differ from the elementary
school by teaching one foreign language and
the elements of Euclid, as you would tern
our " mathematical elements."

To be dependent, as is the case with Eng-
lish teachers, on the favour or disfavour of
one or more persons for the tenure of office
and the means of living and supporting their
families, is not asked of the German school-
masters. No doubt this humane manner of
treating them bas its drawbacks. There are
teachers who keep their schools long after
they have ceased to be good schoolmasters ;
but, as a merchant regards it as dishonour-
able to dismiss a good clerk because after
thirty years' service he begins to get. rusty
and inefficient-as in the army a disabled of-
ficer is not dismissed without a pension-so a
teacher, who bas done his duty and is willing
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to continue doing it, ought not to be thrown
away at the pleasure of a School Board, a
manager, or a head master. A term of pro-
bation is necessary at the outset, but when a
man bas proved his ability and fitness for the
profession of a teacher, and when he Ônce
bas obtained the position optimaforma, when
on account of his advanced years, be is no
longer able to earn his livelihood by a change
of profession, lie bas a right to demand to be
allowed to remain in his position, or to be re-
mnoved only with a due compensation for the
loss of office.--Schoolmiaster.

THE SUPERANNUATION FUND.

A NUMBER of members of the Legislature
aired their opinions upon the Superannuation
Fund in the course of a short discussion dur-
ing the late session. They feared that it vµs
going to be a heavy tax on the Province, and
incontinently proposed to do away with it.
Mr. Crooks, while admitting that theappro-

priation for the fund was increasing, did not
speak so rashly. He repeated the promise
lie made to the deputation that waited upon
him in reference toit, and we have no doubt
he will tedeem it by taking the whole subject
into consideration during the recess. When
these Members of Parliament propose such a
summary way of dealing with the matter,
we might remind them that teachers are in-
telligent human beings, and may not always
be disposed to have their interests tossed
about like a foot-ball. The teachers never
sought, as a body, to have a superannuation
fund in its present shape, indeed they fought
strenuously against it, but now that its com-
pulsory provisions have been in force for
several years, the least they can expect is
to have it put on a satisfactory footing, not
after it has been dangling before their view
to have it thrust contemptuously aside as if
there were no vested interests concerned.
Before it can be made to answer its purpose,
it must be so enlarged by increased contribu-
tions from the teachers themselves, as well as
from other sources, that the pension a retired
teacher may get will be sufficient to comfort-
ably support him. The period that must

elapse before a teacher can partake of its
benefits must be shortened, especially for
ladies. The nethod of becoming a pen-
sioner must be made as simple as is consist-
ent with the proper allotment of the fund.
The discussion in the House on this matter
is but one indication of the lack of regard for
the interests and opinions of teachers which
prevails with our local legislators. The pro-
posed curtailment of the summer holidays is
another. But the most flagrant was our dis-
franchisement by the withdrawal from us of
the right to elect representatives to the
Council of Public Instruction without grant-
ing us any equivalent whatever. With these
facts before us, we may pertinently ask, Is
it not time that teachers throughout the
country began to exercise some direct politi-
cal influence ? Every teacher, whether male
or female, is very favourably situated for di-
recting opinion in our political affairs; and
seeing the head of our educational establish-
nient is a Cabinet Minister, it is becoming
more apparent every day that the only way we
can effectively influence school legislation is
through the local members. Had every teacher
brought to bear what influence lie had upon
these gentlemen we venture to assert that
there would not have been such an outcry
for the shortening of the summer holidays in
the rural sections. In England the public
school teachers are becoming a pover that
both parties are beginning to respect ; there
is no reason why it should not be the same
in each Province of the Dominion.

THE PLACE OF WRITTEN EXAMI-
NATIONS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

BY J. A. FREEZE, A.B., NEW BRUNSWICK.

TuE place of anything in school work is, I
take it, to be determined by its importance,
and its importance by its utility. Now, if I
can shew that a regularly organized system
of written examinations is of practical utility
in the working of a school, I shall be en-
titled to claim for it the consideration of the
teaching fraternity. Examinations are an
admitted necessity in the school organization.
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They may he divided into the oral and
written. Provision bas been made for the
former in the schools of this Province by law.
The introduction and use of the latter in the
school, has heen left to the discretion of the
teacher.

In the first place, let us look at some of the
advanitages attending the written examina-
tion before we undertake to determine its
place.

ist. it necessitates revision. If a man has
an examination to pass on any subject, he
ieads for it. He reads and re-reads his text-
book till he knows it ; and I always noticed
that the men who made the leading marks in
the varied examinations of university life,
were the men who read-who kept revising
through the whole term, and always had their
term's work fresh. What the university man
can do and must do for himself, the teacher
should help, encourage and urge his pupils to
do for themselves. The fact is there can be
no real progress-no substantial advance-
made in any subject, except by continued
repetition, till it becomes, as it were, a very
part of the " original furniture " of the pupil's
own mind. It is not so much the quantity
as the quality of the work done, that consti-
tutes successful teaching and enables the
pupil to know beyond all question what he
professes. Frequent reviewing, then, is the
keystone to successful teaching. Devote one
day per week to reviewing the advance work
of the week ; one day per month to the re-
viewing of the month's work ; and, at the
end of three months, sum up the lead-
ing points of the work and >ring them
before the classes in a compact whole, and
clinch it all by a written examination. But
it may be asked: Cannot all this reviewing
and drilling be done in schools where there
are no written examinations? What has the
written examination to do with it ? In an-
swer to that, I admit it could be done, but
will it? Where the w ritten examination is
fixed to occur at stated intervals, I believe it
to be a healthy stimulus to careful prepara-
tion ; and in preparing themselves the pupils
will certainly acquire ideas on the subjects,
which it will train them in the habit of ex-

pressing clearly. In the quaint laiguage of
Locke, " he that hath ideas on any subject,
and cannot give expression to them as he
needs, is much the same as he that hath no
ideas."

Other things being equal, the best teacher is
that one who is concise and precise-concise
in giving all the information necessary about
a subject in fev words, precise in giving it
accurately ; and what applies to a teacher,
applies ivith equal force to a pupil. But the
ability to express concisely and precisely our
ideas, comes to the maj->rity of us only by
practice; and the writtek -xamination comes.
in here with a power of its own to give this
required ability. Furthcer, it is the recog-
nized test in the Normal School and Univer-
sity, and all higher institutions of learning in
any country. Students take their class
standing according to the average of their
marks made on written examinations through
the year. We are subjected to writtten ex-
aminations for our License, and, since
these things are so, we cannot commence
too early to familiarize our pupils with the
system.

2nd. Another advantage of the writern
examination is to be seen in the fact that it
brings prominently be/ore the teacher de/ce-
tive points in bis own teaching. When these
are shewn him, he should invite his pupils.
to go again over the ground they have not
properly understood. Sometimes, notwith-
standing extreme caution, points will be
passed over in class in a casual way, which,
at the time of recitation, a teacher fancies his
pupils know all about ; yet, when they try
to put their own ideason paper, they will be-
found wanting. As before said, the written
examination brings such matters prominently
to the notice of the teacher. Perhaps I
cannot do better than take an example from
my own experience to illustrate what I mean.

It will be remembered that in the easy
exercises at the end of chapter III. page 28,
of Wormell's Geometry, a question is given,
requiring the pupil to express in degrees,
minutes 'and seconds, the angle between the
hands of a watch atdifferent times. We did
these exercises in class, in a general way,
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wvithout any specia! drill. In making up my

paper for the vritten examination in geom-
etry, before the commencement of the sum-
mer vacation, I asked for the angle between
the hands of a watch for hours different
from those given in Wormell, and, greatly to
my surprise, and not a littie to my chagrin,
I found that at least one.half of the class had
given incorrect answers to my questions. It
is in this vay that a written examination is
of service in bringing before us the smail
points, or rather, as said at the outset, the
defective points in our teaching, which might
otherwise entirely escape our notice.

It is not ny intention to bore you with
any finely-spun metaphysical theories as to
the value of written examinations as a part of
school work ; but, in addition t- ail that I
have said, I will add this other idea by way
of concluding this part of my subject.

While it is adnitted in mental science,
that the memory depends upon a mechanism,
over the working of which the will-power
lias only an indirect controi, yet the culture
and discipline by which that mechanism is
shaped and directed is essentially within the
domain of the will-power ; and since ail
.acquirement of knowledge depends not only
upon our ability to store away ileas, but also
upon our power of finding and bringing to
the front the ideas stored away, ve see that
the cultivation of an exact and ready memory
is one of the most important aims of intellec-
tual education. And I believe that the
written examination, apart from ail utilitarian
ideas of training our pupils for other exam-
inations, comes in as an important agent for
cultivating in them the power of recalling
the ideas which are stored away in their
minds, and of giving a ready expression to
them as the occasion may require. So far,
I have treated more particularly of what 1

-conceive to be the educative value of the
written examinations. A moment heie to
the place proper. It is needless for me to
say that ail my remarks refer to schools
.above the primary (grades i and 2). I would
not have a written examination un'til the end
of a year's work in the Intermediate Depart-
.ment for the grading of class B into class A

(gradc 3 into grade 4), because, during the
first vear of the intermediate school, they are
not mucli better prepared for passing exani-
inations than vhen in the primary school,
aithougli they are being worked up to the re-
quired standard by their slate exercises and
written home-work. In grade 4, I wouid
have two, at the end of summer and winter
terms respectively. In grades 5, 6, 7 and 8,
I would have one every tiree or four months,
that is, three or four per school year ; not
fewer than three nor more than four. These
are examinations to determine the relative
standing of the pupils in their classes.
Values are assigned to the questions, and
the pupils are told the number of marks
they make. In St. Stephen, the custon
holds of making each pupil keep a copy of
the whole set of questions and his marks on
each subject, together with the averages of
the whole class, in a book provided for the
purpose. After a pupil bas passed througlh
the other grades, andi has been admitted to
the High School, lie knows ail about the
mechanical arrangement of a paper ; and if
the previous work has been thorough, he
now lias the ability which I mentioned when
speaking of the utility of examinations ; i.e.,
lhe now can express, concisely, and precisely
his ideas concerning the different subjects.
In the High School, the number of examina.
tions must depend, in great measure, upon
the number of pupils and general scope of
work. What applies to one school may not
apply to another. Experience teaches. The
year's experience through whiclh I have just
passed has convinced me that, for my own
school, one examination at the end of each
term is sufficient. The papers can be
made searching and compreliensive, and
good answers vill require considerable
thought and scholarship on the part of the
pupil ; and, on the part of the teacher, nice
perception and careful judgment to assign
the proper values to the different answers
made by different pupils to the saine ques-
tion. These examinations entail a large
amount of work upon the .eachers, and may
appear to some as the spending of energy tu
little profit ; but our duty is to work, and if
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the energy bie %pent in proper channels it
will bring its reward ; and I have tried to
shew that this is one of the proper channels
in which the energies of a teacher may be
directed.

Ail that has thus far been said applies,
with some slight modification, to the misrc-
laneous school.

In any system of graded schools to be cou-
ducted efficiently, it is an absolute necessity
that the Trustees' examination for grading
should be in writing, for where the grading
is performed only by oral examinations, it
must be done in a loose and inaccurate man-
ner. This examination I would place at the
end of the winter terr ; and no pupil shoulf
be allowed to pass from one grade ta another
without making a certain percentage-say

50 per cent.-as a minimum. Then, after
making ail necessary allowances for the cus-
tomary number of dunces and hopeless cases
that are to be found in ail classes of ail
schools, if, at least, 70 to 75 per cent. of the
remainder do not grade, it shews something
radically wrong somewhere in the work of
the teacher hinself. It brings out the weak
points of the year's teaching, and enables
the representative of the School Board to
say ta its enp/o/: Your work in this or that
subject is not up to the mark ; pay more at-
tention to it in future. It also brings out
clearly to the School Board, the thorough-
ness and effriency of the work accomplished
by each teacher, and is likewise a fair test
of his professional qualifications.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

MR. BLUNr made a recent caravan journey
from Damascus as far south as Jebel Sham-
mar (Djebel Shomer in Campbell's Geogra-
phy) in Arabia. He describes the country
as a heavy sand. The Shammar Mountains
rise about 2,000 feet fron a plateau 4,000
feet high. The district immediately north is
called Nefud, that south Nejd. Though it
has the name of being a desert, Mr. Blunt
found abundant evidence of vegetation, and
says during the whole of his journey he was
never so comfortably off for both pasture and

fuel as in crossing the Nefud. The ostrich
is the most valuable and the rarest animal.
The other animals are gamelles, wolves, foxes,
hyaunas, hares, the ibex, the mar.1ot, and
the vild cow or white antelope, which, he
says, never drinks. There are immense num-
bers of lizards ; few birds, consisting chiefly
of hawks, which the Bedouins train for
catching hares, etc., buzzards and wrens.
The Arabs of Tiberias, who assured the au-
thor of Eothea that the king of the fleas lived
there, whien ho complained of vant of sleep,
would surely regard Hail (not Heyel, Mr.
Blunt says) as a paradise, for his dogs be-
came free from thein as soon as they reached
that place, and he says fleas do not exist
fhere. Dates and locusts form the staple
food of the Bedouins of the desert when the
herbage is scanty, and the caniels are not in
milk. Indeed, he says, not only human be-
ings, but horses, dogs, camels, and nearly
every animal of the desert devour the locusts,
which, when boiled, have the flavour of
green wheat ! Horses are no, at ail so
numerous in Arabia as is popularly believed ;
as proof of this he says " it vould be possi.
ble to travel from one end of the peninsula
to the other without having seen a single
horse, or having crossed sa nuch as a single
horse track." Few of those he saw were
over thirteen hands two inches high. "The
camel is the universal means of locomotion
with the Bedouins. The tovnspeople go on
foot."

The government of the Emir of Jebel
Shammar is by far the most powerful in ail
Arabia; it is mild and just, and so secure is
life and property that "nowhere in Asia can
be found a more prosperous, contented and
peaceable community than in Jebel Shai-
mar." Mr. Blunt and his wife, who accom-
panied him, were the means of making a
marriage contract between an Arab friend
who conducted them from Damascus and a
girl at one of the villages on the way. After
the contract had been signed and the girl's
dower of 4'40 handed over to the girl's pa-
rents, it was determined that the young man
should come in two years and fetch home his
bride. For says our traveller, "it would
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have been considered very incorrect to ask
an iinmediate wedding ; long engagements
are the rulc in Arabia, and patience is con-
sidercd the distinguishing virtue of noble
iinds."

le returned with the Persian Pilgrims
who wcrc on their way home from Mecca.
On his way northward to Meshhdc Ali, near
Babylon, he found that there was a gradual
slopc of tcn fcet to the mile. Ic passed nu-
merous wells and reservoirs on the way, which
had been built by Zobeyde, the wife of
Haroun al Raschid, of Arabian igVçhs faine,
for the benefit of p'grims.

UNDER the auspices of the French Gov-
ernment, four expeditions will endeavour,
during the present season, to penetrate into
the regions through which it is proposed that
the Trans-Saharan Railway should run. Of
these, three will start from the side of
Algeria, and the fourth from S. Louis, on
the west coast of Africa.

POLITE ERRORS.-No. II.

THE correct application of the auxiliary
verbs will and shall is of great importance to
the sense of an expression, yet by many the
rule, which clearly indicates their proper use,
is but imperfectly understood. Murray says :

Vili, in thefirst person, singu/ar or plural,
intimates resolution and promnising; in the
second and third person only foretels ; as
" I wl// reward the good and will punish the

wicked ;" " We will remember benefits and
be grateful ;" " Thou wvilt, or he w/l, repent
of that folly ;" " You or they wi/ have a
pleasant walk."

Shal, on the contrary, in thefirst person,
simply foretells ; in the second and third per-
sons, promises, coinniands, or threatens; as
"I shal go abroad ;" " We shall dine at
home;" "Thou shalt or you shall inherit the
land ;" " They shall account for their mis-
conduct."

The following passage is not trarslated ac-
cording to the distinct and proper meaning
of the words shail and will: " Surely good-
ness and mercy shail follow me all the days

of my life, and I will dwell in the house of
the Lord forevcr." It ouglit to be " wilI fol-
low me," and " I shall dwell."

The subjunctivfe form of the various moods
of verbs is frequently ncglcctcd when it
should be employed. It is a general rule
that when anything contingent, duubtful, or
conditional is implied, the su/junctive ought
to be tised ; as " If h wvere to strike him lie
would not resent it." not " If I was ;" "I le
will not he pardoned unlcss lie repent," not
"unless lie repents." The conjunctions, if,
though, except, unless, whtetlier, etc., generally
require the subjunîctive mood after them ; as
"/ lie be aillicted, let him not repine
" Tiough lie slay me, yet will I trust him ;"
"1He cannot be clean unless lie wash him-
self;" No powcr, except it were given from
above ;" " WYhether it were I or they, so we
preach." " If he was," " though lie sla's,"
" unless he 7aslies," " cxcept it 7as,"
" wlether it -vas," substituted in the exam-
pIes above, would all be incorrect.

A valuable rule, and one that is mucli nîeg-
lected, is taken from Murray, Volume I.,
page 274 : " In the use of words and phrases
which, ilnpoint of lime, relate to each other,
a due regard to that relation should be ob.
served." Instead of saying "The Lord ha/l
given and the Lord halth taken away," we
should say " The Lord gave and the Lord
hath taken away." Instead of " I remember
the family more than twenty years," it should
be " I have renembered the family more than
twenty years." The following examples are
irregular because a due regard is not observ-
ed in the relation of the tenses of the verbs
employed: "The next New Year's day I
shal be at school three years,"-"sthall have

been ;" " I should be obliged to him if he woill
gratify me in this case,"-" If he 7oud;"
" They maintained that Scripture conclusion,
that all mankind rise from cane head,"-
" have risen from one head ;" " John w/ill
earn his wages when his service is completed,"
should be, "John wili have earned his wages
when his service shall be completed." Mur-
ray admits that it is not easy, in all cases, to
give particular rules for the management of
words and phrases which relate to one an-
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othcr, so that they may bc proper ind con-
sistent, but suggests that the best rule that
canti b given is this very general one : " To
observe what the sense nccessarily requires."

In relation to the use of the present and
imperfcct tcnses of the verb toe-i. e., is and
was-the following rule will gcnerally apply
The present tense (is) must bc used if the
position is unalterably the same at all times,
or supposed to bc so ; as " The bishop de-
clared that virtue is always advantagcous,"
not "wa.s always advantagcous." But if the
assertion rcfcrred to something that is not
always the same, or supposcd to be so, the
pasi tcnse(was)nust be applied; as" George
said that lie vas very happy," not 4is very
happy."

Prescnt participles with the detinitc article
the, or the indefinite articles a or an before
thcm, become substantives, and must have
the possessive preposition of after them ; as

These are the rules, by the observing of

Tur NEw ENGLIStI UNIVERSIrY.-The
draft of the proposed charter creating the
Victoria University, atfter declarinZ the foun-
dation of the Victoria University, that its
seat shall be in Manchester, and Owens Col-
lege shall be a college of the university, and
that other colleges niay from time to time be
admitted, subject to certain prescribed con-
ditions, empowers the university to confer ail
such degrees and other distinctions as are
now granted by any other university in the
kingdom, except degrees in medicine and
surgery ; to accept examinations and study,
and residence at any other university as a
sufficient qualification for the degrees of this
university, provided the final period of study
and the final examinations have been passed
at the Victoria University ; to grant degrees
to present associates of Owens College with-
out examination ; to admit graduates of other
universities to equal degrees in this university,
and to bestow honours and certificates in
other cases as may seem fit. The university
is empowered to found and endow fellowships,
scholarships, exhibitions, and other prizes for

which you nay avoidi mistakes." It would
be improper to say "by the observing which,"
or " by observing 1.f which," although the
phrase without cither article or preposition
woulid be right ; as, "l by observing which,"
etc.

The personal pronoun w/to is frcquently
substituted for 7vlom: Who did you sec?"
" 1V/o is it written by ?" " Wo did you
hear?" are all wrong. V/om should be
used, as it is the object of the transitive verbs
see and hrar and of the preposition by.
" Transitive verbs and prepositions govern
the objective Case."

Of the following rule there are many vio-
lations, a few of which may be sufficient.
Rule : Pronouns should agree with their
antccedents and the nouns for which they
stand, in gender and nunber ; as, " This is
the friend w/tom I love;" "That is the vice
luliich I hate;" "The king and queen had
put on their robes."

which funds may, by devise, donation, grant,.
or otherwise, he supplied, and may make regu-
lations respecting the same, but not so as in any
way to interfere with the regulations respecting
the entrance or admission of students into any-
college in the university. If any property is
bequeathed or otherwise is left to the univer-
sity without its object being deflnitely
specifled, or if there be a surplus of income,.
such property or income is to be applied for
the benefit of all the colleges of the univer-
sity equally.

FRoM returns lately presented to the
British Parliament, we cull the following
statistics for 1879 : The total number of.
elementary schools in England and Wales.
visited by Inspectors was 17,166. These
were under 30,128 certificated teachers,
and 30,473, pupil-teachers under apprentice-
ship. The number of scholars on the
register was 3,710,883, the average attend-
ance was 2,594,995, or about 70 per cent.
of the registered attendance. The total ex-
penditure was £4,773,824 or li 16s. 5d.-
per scholar in average attendance.
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PUPIL-TEACHERS' DEPARTMENT.

QU ESTIONS
Selected from those sel to English Pupil.

Teachers in February, 1SSo.

20Î )1. Multiply 3' by 3T', and divide- by
3

414
, and find the diffTrence betwccn the sum

and difference of thcsc results.

2. A work consists of three volumes, z5o
pages each, every page containing thirty-five
lines, each line averaging clcvcn words, each
word four and a-half letters. The author is
remunerated at the rate of 'î5. per letter;
what amount docs lie receive.

3. Express the sum of Il + j , + 7 and
the differcnce of 4* and iSl' as decimals.

4. What fraction of a guinea, together
with -0125 of a crown, is equal to £S ?

5. Express 3 of il of a mile in Frenci
metres, taking 32 mctres as equal to 35
yards.

6. What is the amount of 18 per cent. on
the money realized by selling 7,866 de-
canters at 2S. 6!d. aci ?

7. Find the averageper year of the follow-
ing incomes (a year being=to 12 months ; a
month-4 weeks; a week=7 days:--(î)
Sid. per day; (2) half-a-guinea a week ; (3)
£5 a month; (4) 50 guineas a year.

S. A woman sells on an average 17 dozen
of apples per day at the rate of two apples
for three lalfpence. Having bought the ap-
pies at the rate of half-a-crown per hundred,
what does she gain per cent. ?

9. Bought 20 Exmoor ponies, and sold ii
of them for £200 ; lost one, and received

.£15 each for the rest, realizing a profit of

25 jcr cent. on the wholc transaction. W]hat
price did I pay on an average for each
pony?

io. Find the simple intcrest and amount
of £41r7 7s. 9d. for i year and îo months, at
41 per cent. pcr annui.

i i. If a dealer in coals sells thcm at £
is. 6d. per ton, gaining thereby 141 per
cent., at what price did lie purchase the
coals per ton ?

12. I reccive £533 6s. 8d. for £56o duc
2 years hence ; at what rate per cent. per
annum is the discount calculated ?

r3. How much must I pay for apptcs, at
the rate of £·o49 per dozen, to get enougli
to cut up so as to give [9 children each ' of
an apple ; and what percentage of the quan-
tity of apples purchased would reniain over?

14. Find the simple intcrest and amount
of £189 16s. 6d. for 3 years; the do. and
do. of the same sum for 341 days; at 31
per cent. per annum; and add the amounis
together.

15. Taking the cost of flagstoncs at is.
per square foot, what sum must be giyen for
stones; eacl 14 inches x 9, sufficient to lay
down a certain court-yard, if a court-yard of
half the size requires 560 stones cach a foot
and a half square ?

16. The working expenses of a certain
company average £62 os. per day, and
their weekly expenses amount to ¾ per cent.
of their gross profits for *an ordinary year.
At the same rate of expenditure and income,
how much more net profit will they realize
this year than they did in the year 1879 ?

17. If you buy £Soo stock in 3 per cent.
Consols at 9 6 .T, and sell out again at 824,
what sum do you lose?
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IS. A and 1l cach lend £256 for 3 ycars
at 44 per cent. per annum ; A at simple, B
at compound interest. Statc in dccinials of
j what is the differcnce in the total amount
of interest which thcy arc cach entitlcd to at
the end of the time.

19. A box with square ends l fecet widc
taces 84I feet of board, 12 inches wide, to
make it. What is the length af the lid ?

20. Rcduce ' to the dccimal of
v~', (to four places of decimals).

21. If the country has to pay at the rate
Of 75. 31d. per day per soldicr in a cam-
paign, vhat will be the expense of an army
of i I,5oo men for six wceks ?

22. What is meant by " Proportion, or
the Rule of Threc ?" A labourer working
7J hours a day, docs a job in 9 days; how
many hours a day must he work to get it
donc in 7. days? Shew that it is unneces-
sary to state this sum.

23. If a piece of land 375 ft. 6 ins. by 75
ft. 6 ins. cost /,l8 2s. 61d., whnt will be
the price of a piece of similar land, 278 ft.
9 ins. by 151 ft. ?

24. Find the value Of 959 Cwts. 2 qrs. 20
Ibs. at £2 12S. 6d. per cwt.

25. Find the value of 8,764 articles at
£ia 17s. 64d. cach.

26. Make out a bill for the following
Silk dress, 18& yds., at 5s. 6d. per yd. ; 64
yds. of sheeting at Is. 44d. per yd. ; 4 pairs
Of blankets at I8s. 4d. per pair; 3 ditto at
12s. 8d. ; 26 yds. of huckaback at olid.
per yd. ; 9 damask tablecloths, 4 at i9s. 6d.,
5 at £i 6s. 6d.

27. Find the cost of 1,296 articles at 16s.
loid. each (by Practice).

28. Find the cost of 165î cwt. at £2 55.
6d. per cwt.

29. Find the value Of 37 yds. 2 ft. 7 ins.
of silk at 5s. 3d. per yd.

30. Find the simple interest and amount
of £417 7s. 9d. for i year ro months at 43
per cent.

31. A man after paying an income tax of
7d. in the pound, hRs £248 los. Sd. left;
what was his gross annual income ?

32. If a tradesman with a capital Of £2,.
oao gain £50 in 3 months, how long will it
take hin with a capital Of £3,ooo to gain
£:675 ?

33. Divide 1121'4 y .534.

34. COnvert 5,in + '75 Of 9 of 71 into a
decimal.

35. Find the value Of 4.106 Of 3 cwt. i qr.
21 lbs.

36. If a snail crawl on the average 5J in.
in 5 min. 3 sec., what fraction and also what
decimal of a mile would it I:rawl in 2.4
hours?

37. Reduce A, , j¼, c, into equiva-
lent fractions with a common denominator.

38. Sinplify x + 10U Of ru', + 411 Of
31 -4.

39. What rate in the pound must be
levied to raise £463 16s. in a parish the
rateable value of which is assessed at £6,-
184?

4o. A boy after spending i of his money
in oranges, finds that 4 of what lie bas left
is is. qd. ; how much money lad he at
first ?

41. If a man earn £17 6s. in ro2 days,
how long will he be in carning 50 guineas.

42. The annual poor's rates on a net rental
Of £365 7s. 3d. ainount to £36 8s. 9d., what
should be the net rental of an estate for
which the poor's rates amount to £24 5s.
iod. per annun.

43. A town which is defended by 1,200
men with provisions enough to sustain thern
42 days, supposing each man to receive 18oz.
a day, obtains an increase Of 200 men to
its garrison ; what must now be the allow-
ance to each man in order that the provis-
ions may serve the whole garrison for 54
days ?

GRAararAR.

i. Point out the adjectives in the following
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passagc, and say to what class of adjcctivcs
cach bclongs:-

" Thcy who livc ncar ficry mountains scc
not only flames, but rcal lightning, rcal
thunder playing about thcir burning mouths :
and thcy sec too whole hills, ay wholc
countrics hcavcd up many fect in a single
night."

2. Point out ail the participlcs in the
above. Shcw how participlcs partake of the
nature of both adjectives and vcrbs.

3. l'oint out ail the words in the above
which are in the objective case, and shcw
how cach is govcrned.

4. Point out the conjunctions in the follow.
ing, assign each to its propcr class, and shew
what sentences cach connects :-

" Man may cut and change the carth-
mining and quarrying and building-till it
hardly looks like God's carth, but hc cann9t
change the sea l Therc it is, just as Gdd
made it at first."

5. l Thou art a girl as much brightcr than
her

As he was a poet sublimer than me."
Shew why " lier " and " me " in the

above are incorrcct-i.e., what rule (as to
conjunctions) tlcy violate.

6. Give examples of an infinitive phrase
being usecd-

(z) As the subject.
(2) As the object of a sentence.

7. How may prepositions always be dis.
tinguished from adverbs? Give examples of
prepositions that are sometimes used as ad.
vcrbs.

8. Shew what rules and concords are vio.
lated in the following :-
The boy and girl was going.
This is the boy which I named.
This is the horse whom I brought.
The room, whose ventilation is imperfect,

is unhcalthy.

9. Parse ail the pronouns, verbs and ad-
verbs in the following -

"I le was always cool and determined, and
what he said had to be donc, and they knew
it ; but bis way with his men vas so frr.nk
and kind. and he was so ready to be the
foremost in daring and enduring, that there
was almost nothing that they would not do
for him."

ro. " This above ali-to thine ownscif bc
truc ;

And it must follow, as the niglt the
day,

Thou canst not then lie false to any
mnan. "-iASaxsrtn.

(a) Analyze the last two lines of the above.
(b) Point out and parse those verls in the

abovcwhich arc in the imperative and in-
finitive moods.

(e) If the word " thine " (thine ownscif)
is in the possessive case, how do you explain
its government ? Account also for the case
" our," " thcm," in the expressions we, our-

selve, they', themn-selves.
t T Shev what is the force of the Latin

preposition, or afïix, in thcfollowing words:-
Arrogant, discovcry, distil, irrigate, prevent,
rcflcct.

12. "For in that slcepof death what dreans
may corne,

When wc have shuffled off this mortal
coil,

Must give us pause: tlere's the respect
That makes calamity of so long life."

-H At LT.r

(a) Point out and analyze the substantive
and adjective sentences in the above, and
shew why each is so callcd.

(b) Parse fully ail the pronouns in the
above.

(i) Give in your own words the meaning
of this passage.

13. Mention any four vords in our lan-
guage that are cvidently of Latin origin, and
four that are evidently of Anglo-Saxon.

14. Give, whcn you can, the ancient posi-
tive forms from which the following compara.
tives arc derivcd-elder, nether, former,
more, furthcr.

COM POSITION.

Write from memory the substance of the
passage read to you by the Inspector.

" Servius being a favourite with Tarquinius,
king of Rome, the rivals of Servius resolved
to slay the king, lest he should make this
stranger his leir, and so they should lose the
crown for ever. So they set on two shepherds
to do the decd ; an.' these went to the
king's palace, and pretended to be quarrelling
vith each other, and both called on the king

to do them right. The king sent for them
to lear their story, and while lie vas hearing
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onc of them spcak, the otlier struck him on
the heiad with hi% hatchi, andl then both n
thcm fled. Ilut the king's wife pretrndecd
that lier husband vas not dead.i but only
stunned by ttic blow ; and slie said that hc
liad appninte Scrvius to rule in his name,
till lie slinuld be well again. So Servius
vent forth in royal statc and acted in ail
things as if lie werc king, till aftcr a while it
was cnown that the king was dcad, and
Servius was suffcrcd to reign in his place.
Tlicn his rivais saw that thcrc was nn hope
for them, and they fled from Rome and livci
the rcst of tlicir days in a foreign land."

Writc full notes of a lesson on the for-
mation and course of a river.

Writc an essay on wages and the rce.ons
why sonc persons are paid bcttcr than otlers.

G EoGrRAPitY.

z. " Mountains and river systremsform the
natural divisions of a country ; for England
and Vales the elcarest division is into four,
vi:., Northern, Eastern, Southern, and
Western." Explain the statement ira the
first of tlice sentences, and give the exact
force of the word system. What arc the
limits of each of these sections, and what
mountain and river systems belong to cach ?

2. Describe the course of a ship starting
from Gioucester keeping close to the south
coast of Wales, crosqing over to Queenstown,
and tlien along the coast to Dublin.

3. What traces are still found in this
-country of its occupation by the Romans?
Describe some of them as fully as you can.

4. In which of the British colonies is cach
of the following industries carried on, viz.,
the cultivation of corn, sugar, coffee, tea,
cotton, rice, opium, cutting of timber, and
digging for gold ? Shew, in each case, that
the particular colony is suitable for the par-
bicular occupation.

5. Give notes on a lesson to a Second
Standard on "The Tropics and a Tropical
Climate." Illustrate your lesson by some
British colony, and draw a map of it.

6. What is " The Dominion of Canada"?
Describe it fully, and say what you know of
its history.

j. What are the a" Tropics "? And what

is the meaning ni the name ? 1 ow many
degrees arc tlicy frnm the Equatrr? )raw
a nap of the coast-linc ni America, from the
Trnpic ni Cancer ti the Tropic of Capncorn,
that is (ncarly), from Cape Sable to Rio di
Janeiro. Mark the lines of longitude and
latitude, if you can.

S. Give notcs of a lesson on " The Form-
ation of Coral Islands ; " or, on " The Wild
Animais of North America."

9. In what countrics of Asia or Africa is
each of these industrics carricd on, viz., the
cultivation of sugar, coffce, ten, rice, opium,
vines, ostrici-arming, and obtaining gold,
diamonds, and pearls ? Describe fully one
of thcsc occupations.

io. Give notes of a lesson on "'lie
Tropics and a Tropical Climate." Illustrate
your lesson by reference to Central Africa ;
and draw a map of the West Coast, from
Cape Blanco to Cape Negro.

ir. Draw a map of the coast-linc from
Cape Spartivento to Cape Matapan, marking
also the Ionian Islands, and Sicily and Crete.

12. Which country oi Europe lias the
strongest natural boundary, and which has
the weakest ? Describe cach of them as
fully as you can, and mention any facts of
history which you remember in illustration
of this point.

MENSURArION.
r. One diagonal of a quadrilateral, which

lies outside the figure, is 70 feet; and the
difference of the perpendiculars upon it from
the extremities of the other diagonal is 16
feet. Find the arca.

2. The radius of a circle is 171 feet; find
the area of a sector which contains 24° 25'.

HISTORY.

i. What <lo you understand by arbitrary
Government ? Mention periods of our his-
tory when that kind of Government bas been
attempted in England ?

2. Upon what grounds did the right of the
British Parliament to tax the American col-
.'cs rest ? And upon what grounds was it

resisted ?
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3. When and under what circumstances
has the Government of England been con-
ducted by a Regency? Sketch the character
and carcer of any personage who ever held
the rank of Regent.

4. Who was Lady Jane Grey? What
claim had she to the throne ?

5. Sketch the character and fate of James
II.

6. Give some account of the Darien scheme.

7. After the conquest of this country by

MR. LARMOR, of Belfast, who was senior
wrangler at Cambridge this year, has been
appointed Professor of Natural Philosophy in
the Queen's College, Galway. Z

THE names of twenty-nine ladies appear
in the list of candidates who passed the
inatriculation examination of the London
University in January. Two of them are in
the Honours division, and one of these,
Alice Elizabeth Lee, of Bedford College,
London, is at the top of the list, but is dis-
qualified by age for the first Exhibition.
Seventeen ladies passed in the first division,
and five in the second division.

THE following extract from a letter by A.
Gardiner Brown, one of the surgeons of the
London Hospital, respecting the danger of
boxing children's ears, will be read with in-
terest by all teachers. : "On the subject of
' Boxing Ears,' I may say that in 1879 I saw
seventeen cases of disease of the ears at the
London Hospital and elsewhere, which un.
doubtedly were referable to this cause. The
condition set up in the car varies with the
force of the blow and the strength of the pa-
tient, from a red and tender state of the drum
to active inflammatory mischief ending in
more or less complete destruction of the
organ. The cases were mostly males, and I
am persuaded thatthere are nany others due,
though not attributed, to the same çaube.
Those who have the care of the young, can-

Saxon tribes, what became of the Ancient
Britons ?

8. Who was Henry I.? Give some ac-
count of his children.

9. Sketch the character and fate of Rich-
ard Il.

1o. Write out a list of our sovereigns dur.
ing the ninth century, with dates.

i i. Give the dates and successors of Henry
I., John, and Richard IL

12. Name our sovereigns from Charles II.
to George II., with dates.

not be too strongly impressed with the im-
propriety of the mode of punishment in
question."

TIIE LONDON SCHooL BoARD's NEW
ScHEME OF SALARIEs.-Masters in schools
of 200 accommodation or less are to receive
£ for each school place or seat ; in those
from 201 to 4oo accommodation, £2oo,
with an additional 10s. for each school place
over 200 ; in those from 401 to Soo accommo-
dation, £300, with 5s. for each school place
over 400; and in schools with accomno-
dation for over 8oo children, £4oo, with 2S.

6d. for each school place over Soo. Head
mistresses of girls' and infants' departments
are to receive three-fourths of the salary for
masters, unless the accommodation is excep-
tionally large or small. In these cases the
salary will be specially fixed. 1-ead assist-
ants are to be appointed in departments of
500 and over, with salaries of £175 in the
case of masters, and £135 in the case of
mistresses ; and in departments of 400 to
500, with salaries of £15o and £120 res-
pectively. The salaries of certificated assist-
ant masters consist of a sum varying from
£6o to £90 according to previous training
and success, with additional amounts for
parchment certificate if well endorsed, and
for additional qualifications, such as drawing
certificate, advanced science certificates, ma-
tricalation, and B.A. degree.
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HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

DRAWING AND PAINTING.

AT a meeting of the Council of the Agri-
culture and Arts Association, Jas. Mills,
Esq., M.A., Principal of the Guelph Agri-
cultural College, introduced the question of
giving, at the Provincial Exhibitions, special
prizes for drawing in High Schools and Col-
legiate Institutes. The following prizes to
be offered at the next exhibition, will shew
to what extent his efforts in our belialf have
been successful:

Pencil Drawing, ist..........
"d '' 2nd..........

Crayon, plain, ist.............
2nd............

Crayon, coloured, ist..........
tg 4" 2nd ..........

$400
2 oo

400
2 00

4 00
2 o0

Oil Painting (any subject), ist.. 5 oo
' " st 2nd.. 3 00

These prizes are open only to pupils of
High Schools and Collegiate Institutes, for
work done while in attendance at said
schools. The idea is a good one. We hope
that this is only a beginning, and that the
response from our schools will justify the
Council in shewing more liberality. The
omission of prizes for water-colours is re-
markable. In few, if any, of our schools is
painting in oils taught, while in several at
least there are good classes in water-colours.

School productions in oils can be only
daubs at best, and, if no absolute standard
has been set up, the $8 devoted to this part
of the scheme might be applied with more
effect elsewhere. When on this subject we
may remark that the Onario Society of
Artists, a Provincial body, and one receiving
aid from the Provincial Treasury, offers
prizes also, but confines the competition to
the Toronto schools. That it offers these
prizes was one of the grounds on which it

claimed a larger legislative grant. It is
only fair that students from all parts of the
Province should be allowed to compete for
these exhibitions, and it would be to the ad-
vantage of the Society itself to adopt this
course.

THE NEW REGULATIONS.

I. The revised regulations referring to First
Class Certificates, so far as they refer to
University equivalents, meet with our full
approval. For some such scheme we have
contended from the first. As we have
shewn, the beneficial results will be felt
throughout our School system. The mere
existence of such options will induce many a
teacher to take a University course who, a
few years ago, would have scarcely dreamt of
such a venture. It is a matter of common
remark, amongst those masters who are in a
position to observe the results, that the re.
cruits for University classes even now are
more largely from amongst teachers than
they used to be ; and the University class
lists shew that they are generally the most
promising of its students. Every possible
inducement should be held out to the Public
School Master to avail himself of the ad-
vantages of our National University. The
benefit to the professior will be manifold,
while that conferred on the community at
large will be of inestimable value. In view,
too, of the increasing number of grown-up
young men and women who desire to ob-
tain the University imprimatur for their
attainments, we hope to see a cancellation of
two University Regulations which to us seern
uncalled for and inexpedient. One of these
limits the age of those eligible for Junior
Matriculation Scholarships, and the other
makes it necessary for the winner of a
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scholarship in any year to attend lectures
during the saine year. The reason for such
restrictions is not self.evident, and we should
be sorry to think that they have been adopted
in the interests of any institution ; but it is
notorious that they are believed to havé been

pressed by the supporters of Upper Canada
College. There is now more reason than
ever why these obnoxious regulations should
be rescinded. A scholarship is designed to
reward merit and to help the deserving; no
factitious barrier should be set up-particu-
larly if the suspicion to wvhich we above refer
has any foundation in fact. The effect on
the scholarship of entrants is undoubtedly
bad; for many a young man now takes
Senior Matriculation who, did the objection-
able rule not exist, would enter for the
Junior, and come out at the end of his course
a better scholar. How many Senior 4a-
triculation scholars maintain their standing
throughout their course ?

IL. The country generally is, no doubt,
ready for the abolition of County Boards
and Third Class Certificates. There may be
localities where the change may produce
temporary inconvenience, but the Province
mTust be now well stocked with holders of
Intermediate Certificates. The standard of
this examination is by no means a high one:
it is one at any rate to which even our lowest
grade of Teachers may easily attain, and
the High Schools have shewn their ability
to produce a copious supply of the non-pro-
fessional article. The wretched condition of
education in counties where better night be
expected, is due mainly to the parsimony
of Trustees and its ratural outcome, the
''hird Class Teacher. The char.ge will bene-
fit the system both directly and indirectly ;
for hereafter the Public School Masters will
prepare candidates for the Inermediate even
more generally than at present. The time
may come when most of this class of work
will be done by them, and the High Schools
become high in more than name. As
matters stand, too much of the lower grade
of work is being done in these institutions.
By far the larger share of the High School
grant goes to pay for doing infra-intermediate

work-for doing what to all intents and pur-
poses is largely Public School vork. In
their zeal for a large influx of pupils, the
-tigh School Masters have really over-reached

themselves. The abrogation of Third Class
Certificates will in time do much to remedy
this state of affairs.

III. No. 7 of the Regulations that refer
to the examination and admission of pupils
to High Schools and Collegiate Institutes,
directs that " where in tny county there are
more High Schools than one, and the County
Public School Inspector is therefore unable
(sic) to attend at but one of such High
Schools, the High School Master of any
other High School shall act as presiding
examiner in the place of the County In-
spector at the examination for admission at
sucli High School, etc."; and No. i fixes
the date of the next Entrance Examination
for the twenty-ninth and thirtieth days of
June-the two days immediately preceding
the Intermediate and First Class Examina-
tions, when every High School Master will
be engaged in putting the finishing touches
on his classes, and when his absence would
be impolitic and for many reasons unde-
sirable. Had the times for holding the
Entrance and Intermediate been as in former
years concurrent, the arrangement would
have been an admirable one. No better pre-
siding examiner could be found than the
High School Master-we even go so far as
to say the High School Master of the locality
-for if the Master is fit to be entrusted with
the examination of the papers, he is surely
morally capable of presiding at the examina-
tion, and, as a rule, the Public School In-
spector is as anxious to pass the pupils of his
schools through the meshes as the High
School Master can possibly be to admit them.

We trust that the change of date is an
oversight : whether or not, it is an error
that should be corrected.

In the many Public Schools which have
entrance classes in course of preparation,
work will practically cease when the class
leaves for examination ; for few retura after
the examination is' over ; while the teacher,
forced to teach till the legal time for closing:
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-will find himself bereft of his best pupils,
.and more than half-hearted in whatever
work remains for hini to do. No one but
-the practical teacher knows how quickly the
process of disintegration goes on after it has
once set in, and how dispirited all work be-
cornes when the stimraulus is withdrawn.

UPPER CANADA COLLEGE.

WE had intended to take up this topic in
the present issue, but we find that we havçal-
,ready exceeded our limits, and the subject is
fortunately one that will keep. The question
is now up lor discussion. The recent agita-
tioni has been erroneously laid to the account
of the High School Masters. In former
years a few of them did their best to have the
abuses then complained of fully understoud
and partially renedied, but they were unsuc-
cessful. Time, however, works many a cure;
.and there are few who will now maintain
that Upper Canada College has not outlived
its usefulness. If the plutocrats and aristo-
.crats of Ontario want a school for themselves,
they should not expect the Province to pay
more in aid of it than it does for others of a
more prominent character.

EDUCATION IN QUEBEC.

THE month of February saw the first dawn
of the rising sun of Educational Reform in
the Province of Quebec. In that month,
the Committee of Council on Education,
moved by what they had discovered of the
state of education in Quebec, and by the
intellectual life and activity of the sister Prov-
ince of Ontario, begap o introduce the

needed reforms. ligh School Inspectors
have been furnished with new and very ex-
cellent forms for their guidance when inspec.
ting. Before the Inspector enters the school,
he has from one of these new forms obtain-
cd an accurate knowledge of the amount of
study done by every class since the begin-
ning of the school year and of the school
books used, and before lie leaves he has a
record on another form, of the percentage of
marks obtained by every scholar in every
subject. From these percentage marks the
various averages of classes, subjects, and of
the whole school can easily be obtained.
Thus the Committee has the means of seeing
at a glance the exact standing of every High
School in the Province. Distinguished edu-
cationists have pronounced these forms to
be the very best they have ever seen. The
Committee has also taken the want of uni-
formity in text-books into consideration, and
at no distant date there will be a series similar
to those used in Ontario. Indeed, but for the
fact that school boqks here are very cheap,
the whole Ontario series might be adopted.
But it will be somewhat difficult to educate
the people of this Province to pay the prices
current in Ontario for school books.

The general tendency of High Schoot
teaching all throughout the Province is Uni-
versity-ward, and this tendency will more
and more be increased as the teachers feel
the increasing attractive influences from Mc-
Gill and other centres of learning. Among
men of standing in the educational world the
feeling seems general that they will not rest
till education in Quebec shall rise up and
stand forth the pride of the people and the
envy of other countries.-Communicated.
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THE TORONTO NORMAL SCHOOL.

A STUDENT'S EXPERIENCES.

To thte Editor oft/he C. E. M.

SIR,-Having been a successful student
at the Toronto Normal School, and fully re-
alizing the injustice to which he students in
training are subjected, I consider it my duty
ta the public to give a short account of the
manner in which affairs are conducted in
that Institution.

LOSS OF TIME.

For the first two or three weeks of the
term nothing of any account is done. The
students are told to assemble at the legal
hour in the waiting-room, where they gen-
erally remain till about 9.15 or 9.20, before
being rung ta the class-room ; and frequently,
between the dismissal of one class and the
calling of another, there is an interval of from
fifteen ta twenty-five minutes. This state of
procedure lasts for about the first two months.
After about a month has passed a time-
table is constructed, but not adhered ta; sa
that the student very seldom knows what ta
prepare. According ta the time-table he
prepares a certain subject, and when the
time for that subject arrives, some other sub-
ject is taken ; thus causing him generally ta
be unprepared, merely through a want of
system.

USELESS EXPENDITURE IN BUYING UN-
NECESSARY BOOKS.

The student is compelled ta buy a number
of books which are not used at the Normal at
all, and which l e will not need after he leaves
that Institution; and he is suspended if he en-
ters the class without then. He is compelled
ta purchase his books at the Education De-
partment, when the same kind can be pro.

cured at a much lower price at bookstores in
the city. For example, the writer bought
Mrs. Graham's " Reaonable Elocution" at
Messrs. Willing & Williamson's, for $1.25,
when the Education Department charged

$I.40 for the same book.

MUSIC AND DRAWING CLASSES.

Through sane cause, probably known ta
the principal, the music-master fails ta make
an appearance for several weeks at a time,
and even when he is present, the lesson, and
manner of conducting it, is of very little
value ta the student. When the writer at-
tended, he received but six lessons in music
during the whole term.

In the drawing exercises the student is
generally at a loss to know what to prepare,
or how ta prepare it. He cannot get in-
formation from the teacher as ta what he may
expect ta be examined upon, for it seems the
teacher is kept in ignorance of that fact him-
self; and thus, at the final, he does not get
questions bearing on anything that he has
studied during the terni. The manner in
which these two subjects are tauglit provokes
a good deal of criticism anong the teachers
in training.

NOTES ON EDUCATION OF LITTLE VALUE.

The student derives little, if any, benefit
from the notes on Education that are given
him ta prepare, and they cannot be brought
ta bear upon any question given at the final
examination; and more than this, they are
not even in accord with the system pursuied
in the Model School.

FINAL EXAMINATION.

Students at this examination are not all
served in the same way. At one examina-
tion, the students are allowed to read their
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own selections ; at another, the examiner
selects the piece to be rend ; thus giving one
whose ability to read well is not equal to
that of another an opportunity for making a
far higher mark.

When the examiner selects the piece,
about one quarter of the students have not
seen the selection before they are called upon
to read, then it is generally found out by
those who have not read, and they have the
picce well prepared by the time they are
called upon. Very little effort is made to pre-
vent this unjust state of affairs.

The examiner in Music, understanding the
slight attention given to the teaching of that
subject, cannot give a just examination. All
have the same privileges, but the examina-
tion is not what should be expected from
those who are supposed to teach nmusic in a
school.

The writer in his examination was asked
but three questions. (i) What is the sig-
nature of this piece of music? (2) Where
is "do" found? (3) What is the name
of the first note? He then was asked to
run up and down the common scale, after
which he was told that he might sing a song
if he wished to improve his marks. For
this examination he received about 50 per
cent. In such an examination one who
knew very little of the theory of music, could
make as high a mark as one well versed.

The examination in Drill is somewhat
similar to the above. The student has the
privilege of giving two or three commands,
and from this his whole knowledge of drill
and ability to command are judged. The
writer saw .several students who, previous to
their coming to the Normal, had had a good
course in drill at a Collegiate Institute, but
were nearly plucked by this mode of examin-
ing; and others that had not studied drill
before coming to the Normal, who, in fact,
owned that they knew very little about drill-
ing a class, but who made a high mark.

Students are told at the Normal to teach
Mental Arithmetic in the morning, when the
brain is not wearied ; but the examination in
this subject is called on immediately after
some difficult memory subject. They are

not told when they may expect an examina-
tion in this subject, thus affording no time
for review ; but are called in after some such
subject as Hygiene or Education, and the
Mental Arithmetic papers are unexpectedly
placed before them. Several have failed on
this account.

MODEL SCHOOL.

This is the best feature in connection with
the Normal. This school afiords excellent
advantages to the student in learning the Art
of Teaching, in fact it is the only part of the
Institution that is of benefit to the would-be
teacher.

LIBRARY.

The valuable library, in connection with
the Normal Reading Room, is locked up dur-
ing the zwhole session, and is of no service-
whatever to the students.

These are undeniable facts.

SUCCESSFUL STUDENT OF '79.

HIGH SCHOOLS AND COLLEGIATE.
INSTITUTES.

To the Editor of te Canada Educationaf
Zanthly-

SIR,-The peculiar character of "'Whit-
by's" recent letter on this subject tempts me
to offer a brief reply. Permit me to say,
in the first place, that my communication
was not a defence of the present method
of creating Collegiate Institutes. 1 merely
dealt with three emphatic assertions that
constituted the principal part of the article
taken fron a Whitby paper. They were, (i),
That a ptrely fictitious distinction has been
established between Collegiate Institutes and:
High Schools, whereby the former draws.

$750 per annum more than High Schools.
fron the legislative grant ; (2) That it is
well known that in these Collegiate Institutes
(ista gymnasia) boys are forced into Latin,.
simply for the purpose of laying claim to the
grant ; (3) That these Institutes "spring
up" where the population rises over 4,oo..

With mucli in this article I quite agree,
but, believing that the above statements-
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should not pass unchallenged, I confined my
•remarks to them, reserving the consideration
of new schemes until the assertions quoted
received due attention. Surcly this is not
an illogical order of approaching, such a
.question. I an now charged, however, with
evading the question, and with attempting to
raise side issues mercly to divert attention.
My erratic course, morcover, is charitably
accounted for by a pardonable trepidation at
-the unwelcome spectre of a departing Govern-
ment grant 1 One would suppose that if our
-claims to this special grant are unjust, that if
*a system of spoliation and nonoply is being
'carried on, the "bonus" must of necessity be
-withdrawn. " Vested rights were not to be
interfered with," but these could hardly in-
clude a special grant given on an assumption
now proved to be false-on "distinctions"
now shewn to be " merely fictitious.'1 The
acharges once sustained, of course both title
-and grant should be withdrawn, and High
-Schools started de novo on a race for dis-
'tinction. This much by the way. I have
.only to say that, if the points above enumer-
ated do not constitute the main thoughts of
'the article in question, I entirely misappre-
.hend its import.

" Whitby" prefers to consider these com-
plimentary allusions merely as introductory,
leading to a main question. In other words,
he assumes that he is at liberty first to place
Institutes on a fictitious basis ; to declare
that they are maintained by a process of
questionable honesty; that they are of spon-
taneous growth ; and then serenely pass on,
expecting his readers as meekly to follow
him !

The main question, it now appears, was
the relative value and claims of boys andgirls
in our High Schools ; the relative import-
ance of Latin and Greek, compared with
" other subjects, of quite as much value as
the ancient classics." He certainly does not
give your readers credit for ordinary intelli-
gence, or lie would not thus attempt to
cover bis tracks.

These questions are not introduced until
after the Institutes are charged with system.
gfically robbing the other schools, with par-

ticipating in ''abuses which are crushing the
lifeout ofour Iligh Schools." To "Whitby"
such charges seem a bit of pleasantry. Col-
legiate Institute trustees and teachers, loui-
ever, may possibly decn thein worthy of
more than a passing notice. I therefore
endeavoured to prove that lie vas in error in
the first place, as to the distinction between
Institutes and -Iigh Schools, byshewing, (t)
That the thirteen schools now ranking as In-
stitutes have an attendance of fron 80 to 250
each in Latin; that these constitute about one.
half the classical pupils in the Province ; (2)

That, by reason of the special grant, Institutes
are enabled to give these pupils the almost
exclusive attention of a classical ruaster-an
advantage not generally attainable in other
schools ; (3) That, by consulting our Uni-
versity lists and departmental returns, it
will be seen that this work is not only
extensive but also characterized by an average
thoroughness; (4) That in these particulars
the original design of establishing Institutes
was fulfilled ; that therefore the distinction
between them and ordinary High Schools is
not "purely fictitious."

According to "Whitby's" logic, this proves
the reverse of what I intended ; in fact it
provz's nothing, unless it he that in the Insti-
tutes in 1878 " there was little Latin and less
Greek." Why so? Simply because the num-
bers given include girls in Latin as well as
boys ! This is a fair specimen of the argu-
ments adduced throughout bis reply. Com-
ment is needless.

The statement as to our forcing boys into
Latin was next referred to, and such a course
shewn to be both impracticable and unneces-
sary ; that the serious charge would equally
apply to " the many High Schools which
have 59 in Latin, instead of 6o-the only
distinction in many cases." To these state-
ments " Whitby" offers no real reply ; but in-
stead favours us with an amusing and specious
change of base not often surpassed. " Forced
into Latin" was meant to signify, not coercion,
but " rapid development" in preparatory hot.
beds, etc. The force seems to turn on the
meaning given to the preposition "into."
"Forced fu(p Latin," please observe, here
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signifies " in," or '" through," or 4 towards"

Latin, horticulturally spcaking. Doubtless
this explanation will satisfy Collegiate Insti-
tute mastets. If not, it will merely prove
that they are not conversant with "historical"
allusions on this subject, that they arc un-
familiar with the simplest process in hot.bed
culture, or that in an evil hour their reasoning
powers have been dwarfed, possibly by the
inverting process referred to.-Reuiescat.

In the third place, if his statement be
correct, it follows that localities where Insti-
tutes are situated deserve no special credit
for liberality and enterprise in educational
affairs ; that the Institutes exist merely by
reason of a large local attendance, etc. I
contended that these places which had at
first complied with initial conditions, in many
cases had far exceeded these requirements ;
that great expenditure had been incurred in
local improvements ; that in fact nearly one
half the amount expended in Ontario for
salaries, improvements, etc., was in connec-
tion with Institutes-much of this being
caused by a competition that induces munici-
palities to devise liberal things. This being
the case, it could not be fairly said that
Institutes " spring up" as a matter of course.
The credit clainted for these localities was
cheerfully accorded to those whose High
Schools are rapidly developing into Institutes,
hy reason of similar local enterprise. The
multiplication of these secondary schools was
regarded as a hopeful indication of the rapid
improvement in our High School system.

I am taken to task for promulgating " the
startling theory" that it is a principle of the
Government in distributing school grants, to
regulate the appropriations to some extent
according to the sums raised in the locality.
I hesitate not to say that is is a fundamental
principle, and runs through our entire school
system. (1) It applies to every Public School,
which can receive nothing without the rais-
ing of a " local equivalent." 2) It applies
to -igh Schools, whose very organization
depends on a certain sum being guaranteed
by the municipality, and whose annual grant
is increased or diminished, even to an odd
cent, according to local enterprise in provid-

ing accommodations, apparatus, full staff of
well-qualificd teachers, etc. (3) It applies
to schools in poor townships, and to super-
nnnuated teachers. (4) In legislating on this.
subject constant reference is made to this
aspect of the question. (5) The ligi School
Inspectors' Report of 1877 refers to this
general principle in the words " these grants.
were intended to supplement and stimulate
local effort," referring to localities not poor
but penurious, and threatening, on this.
account, to close their schools. Undoubtedly
the principle gencrally prevails, that those
localities are aided most liberally that are-
most willing to help themselves.

Thc arguments (?) of "Whitby " are further
strengthened by passing criticisns of certain
terms ; for example the words "centres of
classical and general culture" are four times
quoted, just as if he really believed, or ex-
pected anyone else to believe that they were
used in an invidious sense. So also the
terms "Government" and "generous" do
not escape criticism. Strange to say lie did
overlook the former word, standing as it does
the first word in the article he defends.
With a Cabinet Minister at the head of the-
Education Department, we were quite correct
in referring general reguh' tions to the Govern-
ment. How the Minister escaped his notice,
when, speaking of grants toschools, he used
the words "generous expenditure sanction-
ed by Government," is past comprehension.

In regard to my naming certain schools as.
within a step of Institute rank, hinting at
the same time, that once in such a position,
these and similar charges would disappear,
I can only say that the uncharitable remarks.
referred to. provoked a well-deserved rebuke.
" Whitby's" explanations extract much of
the sting from the first article ; and, uad
the meek spirit of his interpretation more
fully characterized the original, ve wouldt
not have seen the "odious comparisons"
now so repulsive to "Whitby."

So much for side-issues. Want of space
forbids any reference to substitutes suggested
for the present " Latin test." I can only
say, in conclusion, that I heartily approve
of some mouifications, proposed, and trust
that candid discussion may lead to the adop-
tion of certain.desirable changes.

March 19tJ, 180. JUSTITIA.
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S'lUDIES OF THE GREEK POETS. By John
Addington Symonds. New York : lar-
per & Bros.; Toronto: James Campbell
& Son.

IN the closing strain we find the key-note
to these delightful essays on the Greck song.
sters. " Nature is the first, chief clement by
which we are enabled to conccive the spirit
of the Greeks. The key to their mythology
is here. HIere is the secret of thcir sym-
pathies, the well-spring of their deepest
thoughts, the primitive potentiality qf all
they have achieved in art. What is Apollo,
but the tnagic of the sun, whose soul is light ?
What is Aphrodite, but the love-charm of
the sea? What is Pan, but the mystery of
nature, the felt and hidden want pervading
all? What, again, are those elder, dimly
discovered deities, the Titans and the brood
of Time, but forces of the world as yet be-
yond the touch and ken of human sensi-
bilities ? But nature.alone cannot inform us
what that spirit was. For though the Greeks
grew up in scenes which we may visit, they
gazed on then with Greek eyes, eyes differ-
ent from ours, and dwell upon them with
Greek minds, minds how unlike our own!
Unconsciously, in their long and unsophis-
ticated infancy, the Greeks absorbed and
assimilated to their own substance that love-
liness which is left for us only to admire.
Between them and ourselves-even face to
face with mountain sky and sea, unaltered
by the lapse of years-flow the rivers of
Death and Lethe, and New Birth, and the
mists of thirty centuries of human life
are woven like a veil. To pierce that
veil, to learn even after the most partial
fashion, how thçy transmuted the splendours
of the world into Ssthetic foraims, is a work
which involves the further interrogation of
.their sculpture and their literature."

Mr. Symonds has approached his task
with an overflowing love of Greek literature,
with a keen appreciation of Greek art, and
after a personal intimacy with the scenes
amid which Greck literature and art arose.
Ile also applies, to the illustration of his
subject, the genius of modern literature,
French, Italian, German, and above all our
own English. In this last phase of his illus.
tration, Mr. Symond's recent study of Shel-
ley shews, his feeling and poctic insiglit.
And here is this newer method of analysis as
applied to the Hero and Leander of Musmus,
and to Marlowe's resetting of the same
romance. " Compared with the Greek poem,
this Hero and Leander of Marlowe is like
some radiant double-rose, placed side by side
with the wild-briar, whence it sprang by
cultivation. The petals have been multi-
plied, the perfumo deepened and intensified,
the colours varied in Îheir modulations of a
single tint. At the same time something in
point of simple form has been sacrificed.
The first thing, then, that strikes us in turn-
ing from Musoeus to Marlowe is that what
the Greek poet considered all-important in
the presentation of his subject has been
dropped or negligently handled by the Eng-
lish poet, while the English poet has been
prodigal in places where the Greek displayed
his parsimony. On looking further, we dis-
cover that the modern poet, in all these differ-
ences, aims at effects not realized by ancient
art. The life and play and actual puls.ation
of emotion have to be revealed, both as they
exist in the subject of their poeins, and as
the poet finds them in his own soul. Every-
thing that will contribute to this main
achievement is welcomed by the poet, and
the rest rejected. Ali the motives which had
an external statuesque significance for the
Greek, must palpitate with passion for the
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Englisi. Those that cannot clothe them-
selves with the spirit as with a garment arc
abandoncd. He wants to make his rcaders
(ccl, not sec ; if thcy sec at al], thcy must
sec through their emotion ; whereas the
emotion of the Greek was stirred in him
through sight. We do not get very far into
the matter, but we gain something, pcrhaps,
by adding that as sculpture is to painting and
music, so is the poctry of Musous to that of
Marlowe. In the former, fecling is subordi-
nate, or, at most, but adcquate to form in
the latter, Geuhi ist a//cs."

There can be no doubt that the modern
intellect is, as Mr. Synonds above implies,
too insensitive a surface for the perfect de-
velopment of the faint, but exquisite, sun-
pictures of these old nature artists ; but there
can alsb be no doubt that the special set
which classical studies usually reccive,
strongly withdraws the student from the
spirit of his author to mere mechanical " pro-
perties." For some time it lias been the

.absurd practice at Universities, to attribute
little value to the grace and skill of transla-
tion, but immeasurable importance ta dis-
puted etymologies, to conjecturai readings,
and scansional squabbles. The brilliant
verbal criticism of Bentley, Dawes, and Por-
son, set up a school of imitators in Germany
and England, and gave a distinct flavour to
University culture. Every one admits that
our classical texts have been purified, i id
.that metrical forms have been rationalizedl,
but, after all, this is, as Dr. Johnson said of
lexicography, mere pioneer's work, no mat-
ter how arduous and laborious. If one had
it in hand to visit the wondrous scenery of
,the Yosemite Valley, it would scarcely be
considered relevant to his purpose to spend
all his life in mastering the different routes
originally proposed for the Pacific Railway
.that is to take him thither; or in committing
ta memory the inclinations of the different
gradients, and the radii of the various curves
over which lie is to pass. For specific pur.
poses, all of this information is valuable, but
it contributes nothing to the main purpose of
our tourist's journey : indeed, if a pleasur-
.able tour were burdened with such prelimin.

aries, few of us would ever wander from
home. How far verbal criticism, even in
the hands of its founder, may withdraw from
ail poetic appreciation, was well seen in
Bentley, who, after his services to Horace,
edited with conjectural emendations, the text
of Paradisçe Lost / And, in our day, we find
that our foremost philologist, Max Miller,
regards the Grcek myths as nothing better
than " a disease of /anguage."

Mr. Symonds' Sitdies of the Greek Poets
first appeared in England, in 1873, and thcy
werc immediatcly recognized as an excced-
ingly valuable contribution to the highest
department of literary analysis. These vol-
umes should be in the library of cvery liter.
ary student, classical or English. The
Englislh rendering of the illustrative passages
represent "translation " in its original and
truc sense: these renderings are donc by
such hands as Worseley, Goldwin Smith,
and Conington-a sufficient stamp of quality.

THE ONE HTJNDRED PRIZE QUESTIONS IN
CANADIAN HISTORY AND THE ANSWERS.
By lHenry Miles, Jun., Montreal. Mon-
treai : Dawson Brothers.

TUE Canadian S.pectator last year offered
two prizes for the greatest number of correct
answers to one hundered questions in Can-
adian History, which were to be propounded
fron week to week in its columns. Along
with a statement of the conditions to govern
the competition, the following announcement
was made : " No catch questions will be put
forth. However simple a question may ap-
pear, there will be connected wîtlh it some
important historical fact." With this flourish
of trumpets we were prepared for a list of
questions that would include the whole range
of Canadian history in its most important
aspects. On looking them over in the pam-
phlet before us, we have been greatly dis-
appoint.ed.

We are puzzled toknow what "important
historical fact " is connected with such ques-
tions as the following which we select from
the list at random: 4 Which is the oldest
Protestant Church in Canada ?" "Who
piloted Sir Guy Carleton in an open boat to
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Quebcc when Canada was invadcd by the
Americans, 1775?" " Which aie the two
oldest buildings in Miontreal, and date of
erection ?" (sic). "What was the name
given by the French to the River Thamcs ?"
" What is the origin of the naine Manitoba?"
''Who invcntcd green tints for bank-notcs,
and why was that colour used?" " Who
was the first settler within the limits of the
Town of Sherbrooke," etc. The propoun.der
of these questions liad cithcr no proper con-
ception of his duty in dircciing attcntion to
important events in our history, or lie had a
very low opinion of the mental calibre of the
readers of the Canadian Stectator. We
lool. in vain for qucstens upon the land
tenure of Upper and Lower Canada, upon
the system oflaws that is peculiar to each,
upon the results that followed from the
British conquest, and from political changes;
and upon the effect of the various treaties
that bore upon Canadian interests. In truth,
many of the questions are utterly unworthy
of the excellent answers given to them by
Mr. Miles, and although our readers will not
be able to make much use of the questions in
the school room, they will be assisted in
many minor and obscure points by the in-
formation contained in the answers.

A COMPLETE MANUAL OF SPELLING. By
J. B. Morell, LL.D. Toronto: The
Canada Publishing Company. Montreal:
Dawson Brothers.

THosE who are familiar with Dr. Morell's
English Grammars will find that his admir-
able qualities as a compiler are well illus-
trated in the manual before us.

He arranges the spelling exercises on a
thoroughly philosophical, and at the same
time practical, plan. The various vowel
sounds are first dealt with by copious ex-
amples, followed by test exercises, then
come chapters on diphthongs, these are fol-
lowed by others on double consonants, silent
letters, etc.

So long as our language presents so many
anomalies in spelling, such books as this
will be necessary to put into the hands of
scholars. It becomes an important aim then

to cconomise their time and labour by classi-
fying simiar words as much as possible, so-
that by comparison as well as by contrast cor-
rect spelling may be learned. This Dr. Morclît
has aimed to do, with a great deal of pains-
taking, effort, and, we think, with success.
As an cvidence of the former we may men-
tion that after most of the lists of words he
adds some of a peculiar and exceptional
type, and each list is followed by a dictation
exercise upon the wholc of the words in it.
Hie gives a fair list of Latin roots with cx-
amples, but a very meagre one of Greck.
Ie does not burden his book with too long
a list of difficult words, and is wisely guided
in his selection by those used in the Civil
Service papers. He might have improved
this list by separating the words into sylla-
bles, and marking the accent of cach word,
and the pronunciation of the more difficult
ones. While we commend this book to the
attention of our readers as one of the best
manuals of spelling a large experience has
made us familiar with, we must express a
decidecd concurrence with the opinion cx-
pressed by the author in his preface, that
" Much reading and a good deal of writing,
copying, or, better still4 writing from dicta.
tion, are the true means to enable a person,
to spell with faultless accuracy."

PRACTICAL PENMANSHIP. By W. D. Prior.
London :- G.orge Routledge & Sons. To-
ronto : The Canada Ptiblishing Company.

Titis little manual is-written by one who
has had many years' experience in teaching
writing. Every page testifles to this, and
although we cannot agree with some of the
opinions expressed, we find much in the
book that will be of use to the learner as
well as to the teacher.

The writer strongly advocates the front
position in sitting tu write, and fortifies his
opinion by shewing the dangers resulting
from turning either side to the desk. As the
latter are the favourite positions in this
country, his remarks are worth reproducing.
"Constant pressure of. the side against the
desk-edge interferes with the action of the
diaphragm,. and ultimately causes a greatps
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or less lesîon of the pleura. Sitting side-
ways to writing, likcwisc-foolishly recom-
mended by some-is really sitting with a
more or less twisted spine, protracted con-
tinuance in which position naturally dis-
turbs the nervous systcm, particularly whcn
accompanicd with carnest brain-work. More-
over, when so seated, the wark is looked at
from a false angle of vision, analogous to
holding an abject askew to examine it."

In his instructions for holding the pen.
which are excellent, he rccommends a very
simple cxpcdient to prcerve the penholder
in its proper position with relation to the
fore and middle fingers: it is to place an
India-rubber band round the thrce, bctween
the first and second joints. Ho considerà
" an angle of from 48° to 52° sufficient slope
for any kind of hand ;" but it is interesting
to know that in the English civil service

" the angle prefcrred is that from 70' to o,
with very round turns." In regard to slope,
ho lays it down as an axiom that "up.
strokes and down-strokes ought to slope
alike." It will be intcresting to our readers
to notice how far the series of head-line copy
books they have in use will conform to this.
A very simple test he gives is to turn the copy
up sidc down. One of the points in which
we think ho is in error is as to the direction
from which the light should come ; he says
it should come from the front or from the
left hand, we think it should come from the
right hand or from the front, so that the
shadow should not interfere with the work.

We have said cnough to show that this
little book is a thoroughly practical one, and
will be useful in the hands of anyone who
wishes to acquire the art of writing a good,
plain, readable hand.

A LETTER FROM A CORRESPONDENT OF THE HAMILTON SPECT.4TOR
ON "THE SCIOOL BOOK QUESTION."

To the Editor of the S>ectator.
Si,-The recent revelations made by Mr.

Warwick, the Toroito publisher, furnish
any additional proof that even the most
dubious might require of the existence, "lnot
only of a ring, but of a ring within a ring."
Let us hope that the day is not far distant
when the Minister of Education may be able
to exclaim, " One thing 1 know, whereas I
was blind, now I see." Surely it does not
need much penetration to perceive that the
Torontonian Board of School Book Com-
pilers in the present, as in the past, merely
avail themselves of the " casual advantages "
of their official position. There is no real
merit in any of their compilations, yet, with
brazen effrontery, their only stock in trade,
they arrogate ta themselves the credit due to
the authors whom they mutilate. The time
vas when the authorized list embraced
"Sangster's Arithmetic," "Sangster's Alge-
bra," " Sangster's Chemistry," " Sangster's
Statics," " Sangster's Hydrostatics," etc.,
etc., and the gifted compiler reaped a

16

" golden harvest of royalty," but werc he to
issue a school-book now, there would he
"nona so poor to do him reverence." The
beggars at present on horseback are now
flooding the market with compilations from
" Ilamblin Smith's" mathematical works,
and laying French and German authors on
factoring under heavy contributions, while
Stoddart's Mental Arithmetic has also been
largely pillaged. To these efforts of genius
are, of course, attached sequences in the
shape of the inevitable keys, the real object
being to grab ail the "royalty" possible,
and as " on horror's head horrors accumu-
late," we have now inflicted on us, " Hughes'
Calisthenics," " Hughes' Mistakes in Teach-
ing," " Hughes' How to Secure and Retain
Attention," etc., etc., ad nauseam, compiled
from American professional works. We
may yet anticipate "Tilley's Book-keeping"
and "Ross on Dictation." What have we
done ta deserve such punishment ?

How is it that none of the Central Coin.
mittee ever discovered their abilities as coin-
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pilcrs beforc 1871 ? Stranger still, that the
" Directiig Mind" nevcr taught the systcin
which is now his hobby. Perhaps lie iad
not then iad nccecs to a liamblin Smith's
Arithmetic" or gnbblcd up the works of
"the great masters of analysis," which pro.
bably formcd a prominent fcature in the
.lsintercsted prescnt of the " Rivington
Firm." Is il not singular that men whose
olicial dutiesshould demand the full occupa.
tion of their time can find leisure, withnut
,nglccting those dutice, to manufacture threc
or four books a ycar, any onc of which, if
they rcally were the authnirs, wrould take a
longcr time to compoie? But the author-
ship nuisance is comparatively trifling to the
injutry which these theoretical linbby.ridcrs
are inflicting on the cause of Education,
through the medium of " Entrancc, Inter.
inediate, and First and Third Clas Examina-
tion Questions" prepared cxcliively by them.
selves, the chief papers bcing framcd spccially
to match the favourite conîundrums appearing
in the aforesaid publications, thus cunningly
,enforcing thcir sale and causing the "royalty"
to tlon into the cxclcqucr. At the cnsuing
julyexaminations we maty expect that, as on
a former occasion, the Natural Philosophy
and Chemistry papcrs accidentally correspon-
ded with the ground gone over by Kirk.
land, so the Factoring and Synthetic Divis-
ion demanded in the forthcoming Algcbra
papers will, by an equally surprising coin-
cidence, be idcntical with the contents of
the "I Hand Book of Algebra" and thereby
enforce ils sale. The natural result of this
vicious "'Tamniany" arrangement is to be
seen in the tcaching which now characterizes
the majorityof our -Iigh Schools, and which
neither comprehends the theory nor the
practice of Mathematics. I have scen pupils
stumbling in Symmetrical Factoring who
failed In long division. They could prate
that if four men could do a piece of work in
8 day, one man would require 4 times as
long, because that style of Analysis matclhed
the "Directing Mind's " second-hand hobby,

but tlhey could not tell why in cxtracting the
nth root of a nuilier they put a dlAt over tlr
unit figure arnd over cvcry nith ligure of the
series recknncd from il. Cube root th1ev
totailly faile(l In, neitlher could they tell me
why they sqiared cthe diaieter and multi.

pllied i by' 7854 tO find tle arca o( a circle,
and so nis " ad infinitum." Nor are the
'cachierg Who now obtain Second Class
Provincial certificates, or even First Clasc,
much better potcd (of coiuru there ar..
exception%). lov many of them couldl
tell whîat ought to he p,id fir 6 per cent.
stock so aç to reali s n per cent. Htow
inany could tell why hie iirfacc of a
spiere equals the arca of four ireat circlcs,
or why, to tind its vohime. the cube or
the diameter must he multiplied by -5236 ?
Do they understand logarithm. the hinonial
theorem, indeterminnate eqatiins, permuta-
tion;, etc. ? No ! but thcy undcrstand
analysis and can actually solve suins in-
volving purchasing b)Y Uie yard or potnd
and selling at an advance. incluîding the
hobby fraud of using a yard stick an inch
short, or a pound weight an uniice liglht, lie-
cause these are " type quetions," pro-
nonnced to he the correct thing by the
"Directing Mind" and the Ivegetators
that live in a fool's paradise." Of course in
such excellent Collegiale Iniitations rs
those of Iamilton and St. Catharines with a
splendid staff of tcachers, the instruction no
doubt is thorough, and thîe.e remarks will
not apply to them, but in the caie of the
majority of our ligh Schools "cranm" i. iî:
full blast and will continue so long as the
present system prew ils, giving uncrupulous

book-compilers the ext.bive preparation of
the exanination questions tiat are framed
for special purposes in whicli "l royalty"
forms the chief ingredient. Is it possible
that the Minister of Education i; the only
man in Ontario that cannot see the gross
improprieties herein pointed out ?

Faithfully yours,
JNSPECTOR.
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TEACH ERS' ASSOCIATIONS.

('Il( RC. R. o'f (orthcomitg conventions of
Teachcrs in various counties have been
courteously vnt to us. As the importance
"f these gathering% andi their value to the
professon are now bcing fully recognized
througho".t ic Province, "e m11ake the fol.
lîwing iranscript. froni the progrannies of
proceedine. of the mectings toi he held next
mnonth, co far as we havc bccn notificd to date.

Crrv "r Kns roN-Meets at Kington.
ythi May. (P'creidet-A. P. Knight, M.A. ;
Secrctary--N. Livingtone.) Subjects for
,ieisssinn :-Ilucation in Canada-J. H.
Metcalfe M.P.P. ; Arithmtic-T. H. Mc-
t;tuirc : Grammar to Beginner.ç-J. S. '.ood ;
vcckly Rej orts-W. IH. Godwin ; Spccial

Methods-W. G. Kidd ; English Composi-
tion-D. McFarlane; Pt-l.Ic L:CTVIR:-
S. Woods, M.A.; Object Lessons-W. J.
Summerby : - A. B. Nicholson, B. A.
Drawing-A. W. Moore.

CosTNTV oF FRONTgSAC- Meets at King-
ston, r3th May. (President-N. F. Du.
puis, M.A ; Se:cretary-J. W. Ilenstridge.)
Subjects :-HIhow to Teach the First Book-
Mr. McIntyre ; A. Sketch of Mnr. Alcott's
Schc'ol, Boston-Mr. Bamford ; School 1y-
giene-T. Dupuis, M.D. ; Common In)-
proprieties of Speech-W. J. Summerby ;
Cultivation of the Memory-J. -1. Metcalfe,
M.P.P1. ; Practical Arithmetic-D. Robb;
A Few of the Trials of a Teacher--Mr.
Ilole ; Grammatical Analysis -Mnr. Ien-
stridgc.

NoRit HAsTtsus-Mcets at Madoc, Mr.y

13th. ('rebident-W. Macintosh, I.P.S.;
Secreiary - George Kirk.) Subjects : -
WVritten Examinations-Mr. Sutherland;
Ilints to Voung Teachers-F. Burrowes,
I.P.S.; Geography to Third Classes-Miss
McDernid ; Geography to Fourth and Fifth
Classes-Mr. Kirk ; Literature in Public
Schools-Mr. Mulloy ; HIstory in Public
Schools-Pof. Wright; -lealth in Public
Schools-Dr. Dafue ; School Management
--Miss Riddell ; Method of Teaching Arith-

metic to Third and Foirth Clasçcs- Thte
lrcsilett; Grammar tnJtuninrs-Miss Horni.
brook ; Mistakes Made in Tcachiing Gram-
mar in Scniors-Inspcctorjolnston ; Teach.
crs' Associations-D . jhnstone, of Cn-
bourg.

~AST VtrTouu.wMeets at Bnhcaygn

May 21M1. (Presid'ent-G. A. Irwin; Secre.
tary-J. Il. MFaul.) Stubjects :-Prcsi-
dent's Addcrss ; Statics-W. E. Tillry ;
Dccimals, wvith class-S. Armounr ; English
Literaturc-C. J. Logan; Fractions, with
class-H. lart ; Compoition-J. Shaw ;
Recent Changes in School Law-J. H.
Knight, I.P.S.; Prosody-J. Shaw.

COUNTV Or ONTAtO-Meetsat Oshaw.,
May 21st. (lresident-Jas. McBrien, P. S.
I. ; Sec.-Tras.-James 3rown.) Stubjects :
-IHow to make School Attractive-Mliss
Hendcrson ; Elemcntary Grammar-Jno.
Langdon ; Physical Geography - H. E.
Webster; Relation of the State to the School
-D. MclBride, B.A.; L.cTtURE-On the
Cheiistry of /irtificial Light-T. Kirkland,
M.A. ; School Huolidays and Hours--M. J.
Fletcher; Vulgar Fracions-A. G. lender-
son; Composition-W. W. Tamblyn, M.A.;
Quadratic Equations-S. Phillips, B.A ;
lieat-Mr. Kirkland.

COUNrY OF LANARK-Meetsat Almonte,
May 21st. (President-HI. LX. Slack, M.A.;
Secrctary- H. Beer.) Subjects :-My Me-
thod of Tcaching Writing-A. Devitt ; The
Want of Connection in Studies an Evit in
Schools-Geo. Berlinguette; The Prize Sys-
tem-W. A. H-lanna; Study ofi History in Pub-
lic Schools-John McCarter ; Gramnmar and
Hlow to Teach it-John Raine; Assignnent
of Lessons-Ed. Anderson ; Reading-J. fj.
McCabe, M.A.; English Grammar for
Senior Classes-P. C. McGregor, B.A.
Examinations-J. P. Anderson ; English
Litcrature-F. L. Michell, B.A.; Geography
-W. P. Robertson ; Puuuc LECTURE-
On the Cultivation of Taste, particularly
among Children-Principal McCabe.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

INSPECTORS' CONNECTIONS WITH
PUBLISHING HOUSES.

WE have more than once, in the columns
of TiuE MONTHLY, pointed out the grave
impropriety of School Inspectors having
any alliances with educational book-pub-
lishers, and of using their position, either
openly or secretly, to further their own in-
terests or those of book houses with which
they have connection. That we have had
occasion to do so, and that there exists
an evil against which it is time loudly to
protest, the letter which precedes this, from
a correspondent of the Hamilton Spectator,
will abundantly attest. Though the letter
unhappily bears the marks of being inspired,
in some degree, by personal animus, yet the
m-atter complained of, it cannot be denid,
is a fruitful source of moral mischief. The
.:vil, moreover, is aggravated by a manifest
lack of literary fitness and aptitude for the
work engaged in by certain Inspectors and the
publishing house concerned in their opera-
tions. This, it would seeni, however, has
been no bar to the success of their under-
takings, as the books compiled by these In-
spectors have found their way into the
schools by other permits than the Minister's
authorization. Officially, we all understand
that the text-books in use in the schools of
the Province, are those that have been sanc-
tioned by the Department. Practically, how-
ever, they are largely those that have the
sole approval of a favoured publishing house
in Toronto, in the sale of which two Inspec-
tors, at least, have a substantial interest.
What the effect must be, in disregarding the
Minister's edict to exclude unauthorized
books from the'schools, and in suffering In-
spectors to promote the sale and derive a
profit from their circulation, we need not
stop to point out. "Place a man's ear,"
says the Hon. Robt. Lowe, " within the ring

of pounds, shillings, and pence, and you can
tell what his conduct will be." But the
effect also upon the Inspectorate cannot but
be bad. A correspondent of an English
journal, complaining recently ofan analogous
state of things in the Mother Country, writes
thus:-"The insidious and covert booksel-
ling of Inspectors was, some years ago, dis-
approvingly noticed by the Privy Council on
Education. Till the London School Board
follow the example, making each Inspector
sign a Self-Denying Ordinance, which shall
be rigorously enforced to the very letter, they
will, and deservedly, be subject to popular
accusations of unfair practice, and of favourit-
ism and jobbery in their most insidious and
reprehensible form." But we do not need
warnings from abroad to acquaint us with
the miscliievous effect of the connection of
educational officials with the book trade.
The Spectator's correspondent recalls the live-
ly experience we have already had of that.
While these alliances are permitted, the
temptation to both Inspector and teacher to
forget honour in self-interest cannot fail to
manifest itself. In the case of one of the
Inspectors, indeed, the evil has become well-
nigh intolerable. Not only does he work
for the adoption by teachers of his own un-
authorized m-anuals, but he uses his influence
to secure the entr/e into the schools of a
series of others in which he or his publishers
(probably both) have a substantial interest.
That at this " trade-touting" he is a success
no one needs to express surprise, for he is the
"' Directing Mind," as it is phrased, of all
the sentient educational machinery of the
Province, and has been allowed i o play upon
it as he lists. Moreover, he combines in
his own person the comprehensive offices of
author, book-canvasser, inspector, and ex-
aminer, and arrogates to himnsdf powers cor-
responding to so full-bodied a unity. Added
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,to all this, lie is possessed by a hobby in the
-special department he has made his own, and
,this breaks out in his books, in the papers
he sets, and in his inspection, and examining.
Against this quadrilateral assault what force,
moral or physical, can the teacher interpose
and maintain his integrity and his place?
Tiiis is the question Head Masters are now
anxiously asking themselves, and no friend
.of our educational system, who desires its
-veal and that of the profession, should let
the masters ark in vain. It need only be
added that this is neither a professional nor
a trade, far less is it a personal, matter. It

.concerns the whole community, as no school
is safe from the inroads of this vicious system
which makes teacher and pupil the prey of
self-interested Inspectors, who, in concert
with intriguing publishers, make the interests
of education subservient to that of their
.pocket. In this matter we cannot think
that the Minister of Education is unwilling,
as w know that lie is not unable, to inter-
fere. In the public interest, in regard to
.the price of text-books, he bas recently inter-
posed between the schools and the publishers.
Let him now interpose between the schools
and the inspectors. The case against the
publishers was trifling compared with that
.against the Departmental officials, for the
publications of the former, being authorized,
could be controlled as to their price by the
Minister. The Tnspectors' works, however,
are neither authorized nor are they controlled
as to price. If this surreptitious book-trading
of the Inspectors is to go on, let it at least be

,legalized and miade subject to Departmental
regulations. Only thus will Book-Rings be
suppressed, teachers be relieved from im.
moral coercion, and the Inspectorate be kept

.free from taint.

DEFECTS IN COMPOSITION.

OUR attention lias been drawn to some re-
marks lately made in one of our daily To-
ronto contemporaries as to the powers of
composition displayed by the school teachers
of Ontario. According to the editor of this
paper, the letters received by him from

school teachers are often deficient in concise-
ness of matter and clearness of style, besides
being open to the charge of displaying ego-
tism. Now, we will not go into the question
of the justness of this sweeping charge at
present, but we may admit that some defects
may not unnaturally be expected in the com-
position ofteachers. Oliver Wendell Holmes
lias well said that he could imagine a clergy-
man becoming almost a heathen for want of
attention to other than his own spiritual in-
struction. Similarly we may conceive a
master allowing his own standard of style to
deteriorate merely for want of contact with
his equals and superiors in a literary stand-
point. He criticises, but is never reviewed
'in turn. His word is law, and no doubt is
hinted about that word having been bidly
chosen or incorrectly applied. In this diffi-
cult position nothing but practice and an
intimate acquaintance with our best English
writers can keep him from acquiring a sloven-
ly and slipshod manner of expressing him-
self. The lack of style is noticeable in
many clever and well-read men, in England
as well as here. Take for instance Professor
Blackie. In one page of a recent article of
his in the Contenporary Review we notice
three blots. He refers to "monstrous and
clamant abuses," using a hid.:ous word, and
quite unnecessarily while the term " clamor-
ous" remains in use. Still the meaning is
plain. Not so wlien he speaks of "the
freedom of testing." This is a crying ex.
ample of the sin of coining words needlessly.
To test lias a plain, usual meaning, and
a derivative scientifi: meaning. Why then
burden it with a totally different one, and
speak of "freedom of testing" when you
mean " right of testamentary alienation ?"
These are verbal blots, but we come next to
the misuse of a word that is of a graver
nature. He refers to the "epiphany " of a
statesman, and we at once feel that the word
has been dragged, wr :nched, and forcibly dis.
located from its proper and usual surround-
ings, and that its use is utterly incongruous.
A fault of an entirely different nature occurs
a few pages before. " The Princely house
of Torlonia stands wedded to the drainage of
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the L2gode Lucino." Here the construction
of the sentence makes one laugh both at the
author and the princely house he is celebrat-
ing. Of course he meant that the fame of
that public-spirited family would always be
connected vith the useful work in question,
but unfortunately he did not say so. When
ve find such errors committed by a man like

Professor Blackie, who enjoys all the ad-
vantages implied in the fact of his having
the entrée uint the columns of the best reviews
of the day, we need not feel surprised that
our own teachers in school and college are
not always immaculate in their style and
diction.

UPPER CANADA COLLEGE.

TuE proposal made by Mr. Crooks in the
Legislature to sanction $3o,ooo out of the
Endowment Fund of Upper Canada College,
for the erection of a new boarding-house in
connection with the Institution, raised quite
a little breeze in the House. The gen-
eral feeling among members was that the
usefulness of the Institution was gone, its de-
fenders scarcely seeking to shew its necessity
on the merits, but claiming sympathy for it
on the ground of its being an old and time-
honoured Institution. In its day, doubtless,
Upper Canada College has done good work.
It has turned out many men who have taken
prominent positions in the community, and
many, among them the Minister of Educa-
tion himself, who take a pardonable pride
in having been an old Upper Canada boy.
But, unfortunately, these are not the days of
sentiment. Upper Canada has a bright and
honourable record, but the development of
our Educational System has established in
most of our larger cities and towns Collegiate
Institutes, which have been and are doing
better work than Upper Canada College, in
the way of preparing pupils for the Univer-
sities. From being the principal feeder of
the University, as it was twenty years ago,
it has degenerated into a high-toned board-
ing school, exhibiting nothing very remark-
able in its teaching or management. Nor is
it fair to our Collegiate Institutes in Toronto

and outside, that an institution of the sane
grade should be heavily endowed by the
Government, and its instructors paid high
salaries, when experience has demonstrated
that some of the best High Schools exhibit
better results. Time was, of course, when
Upper Canada needed endowment, but as
things now stand, it should be either abol-
ished or more closely affiliated with the Uni-
versity, say rather, absorbed by it. If its
endowment and property were used for the
purpose of placing the affairs of the Uni-
versity on a proper basis, in which a large
expenditure of money must be made shortly,
it would be more satisfactory to the country,
and further the interests of general and
higher education.-Brantford Expositor.

LITERARY AND PROFESSIONAL
JOTTINGS.

WE learn that the Committee of the
Council of Public Instruction (P.Q.), at its
recent meeting at Quebec, appointed Mr.
Mitchell, Rector of the High School of that
city, a member of Committee for preparing
Examination Papers for Teachers'Certificates
for the Quebec Province.

THE English "Educational Year Book,"
published by Messrs. Cassell, we learn, has
this year been enlarged in order to make
room for such topics as female education,

professional and technical education, etc.
Additional matter has also been introduced
into those sections which deal with middle-
class schools, the universities. local exami-
nations, etc.

THE Warden of the County of Wellington
has acted in the interest of the important
county whose affairs he presides over, by
appointing Mr. Donald McCaig to the Pub-
lic School Inspectorship, rendered vacant by
the resignation of Mr. Somerville. Mr.
McCaig is admirably fitted for the position
to which ie has been appointed, as he has
for more than twenty years taken an active,
intelligent, and prominent part in Element-
ary Education, and all that pertains to the
welfare of the profession. His extended
experience and wide culture render him a
particularly desirable acquisition to the On.
tario Inspectorate. We wish him all success
in his new sphere.
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RECENT EDUCATIONAL PUBLICA-
TIONS.

Curtius (Prof. G.) The Greek Verb:
its Structure and Development. î8s. y
Murray, Publisher, London.

Locke (John). Some Thoughts concern-
ing Education, with Notes by Rev. E.
Daniel. 4s. National Society, London.

Manuals of the Science and Art of Teach-
ing: How to Teach Physical Geography.
1od. National Society.

The Elementary School Manager. By H.
R. Rice-Wiggin and A. P. Graves. 5s.
W. Iister, London.

Deductions from Euclid and How to Work
them. New Edition. 2S. 6d. . T. Amner,
London.

How to Teach Reading. is. 6d. Mofat
&- Paige, London.

Natural History Prints. Beautifully print-
ed in colours. (Size 34 x 26 inches.) 2s.
each. On rollers, 4s. each. W. & A.
K. 7ohnston, Edinburgh.

Hygiene of the Voice. By G. Durant,
M.D. $I.75. Cassell, Petter & Galpin,
London & New York.

The Art of Speech: Studies in Poetry
and Prose. By L. T. Townsend. 70c.
D. Appleton & Co., New York.

The Nineteenth Century: a History. By
Robt. Mackenzie (Franklin Square Library).
25c. Harper Bros., New York.

A CORRESPONDENT SENDS US THE FOL-
LOWING QUESTIONS -

i. Whoni shall I notify of rny intention to
write for First Class, Grade C I ANS. The
Public School Inspector of your County, or
the -Iead Master of the High School at
which you purpose to write.

2. When will the examination for First
Class begin ? ANS. At same time as the
Intermediate examination; usually the sec-
ond week of J uly.

3. Is a certain percentage in each subject
nyiired? ANS. No.

4. What percentage on the whole is neces-

sary ? ANS. The percentage required has
not been made public.

5. Will the professional examination in-
c/ude Reading, Music and Drili. ANS. Yes.

6. A h/st of the professional subjects will
oblige. ANS. We will endeavour to print
the required list next month.

ANOTHER Correspondent, wlho signs him-
self "7onas," of Cookstown, desires the
name of a good elementary work on Com-
parative Philology. The best for his pur-
pose with which we are acquainted is
"Faniilies of ßpeech," by Rev. F. W.
Farrar, published by Longmans, Green &
Co., London. "Jonas" is in error in sup-
posing that all the Aryan languages have
descended from Sanscrit. The fact is, that
all the languages of the Aryan family, in-
cluding Sanscrit, have descended from a
primitive Aryan tongue, now lost. The
relation of Sanscrit to the other Aryan ]an-
guages, is that of an elder sister, not that of
a parent.

THE next two issues of THE CANADA
EDUCATIONAL MONTHLY will appear, as
the issues of the same months did last year,
in consolidated forn-May and June appear-
ing in one issue, to be published on the ist of
J une; and July and August in another, the
publication day of the latter being the ist of
August. Subscribers will kindly note the
fact. We take the occasion to say that the
bound volume of the magazine for 1879 is
now to be had in handsome cloth binding,
price to current subscribers, $i.5o. Cases
for binding the last year's volume, 4o cents.
May we hope that our friends, during the ap-
proaching mids.ummer meetings of Teach-
ers' Associations, will do what they can in
extending the circulation of the MONTHLY.
Clubs of twenty are furnislhed at $x eacli
per year, post paid. Associatiuns subscrib-
ing for oo copies or over will be supplied
at the low rate of 8o cents each per annuni.
Some County Associations have alreadv
taken advantage of this special rate; others
might advantageously follow suit.
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SENSATIONAL SCIENCE.

TiE. rage for knowledge grows apa.e,
A pace that quite terrific is ;

To-day the whole of Britain's race
Devoutly scientific is.

No more in cloisters science roams,
No tyrant gives a knock to it;

It writes,-we rush to buy its tomes
It lectures, and we flock to it.

For science now our girls and boys
Their love for thee recant, O mime

The clown is shunned for higher joys,
And Tyndall beats the pantomime.

The " Institution "* lectures draw
The babes who once loved merriment;

And tiny tots can lisp the law
That governs each experiment.

Our laughing girls give up their play,
All Litten by the mania

To hear what Huxley has to say
On Patagonian crania.

Ethnology bids croquet stand,
And cast aside lawn tennis is

For Evolution's doctrines and
The charns of Biogenesis.

On Life and Death and Hell (O fie!)
These famous men enlighten us ;

They wing their flight so very high
They positively frighten us.

On all our cherished creeds they fall,
Without the least apology,

And hurl the bowl that scatters all
The ninepins of theology.

We sit enthralled when Huxley shows,
Or writes about, in articles,

The stream of life that ebhs and flows
In protoplasmic particles.

And when the microscope reveals
What lies in specks gelatinous,

The timid maiden almost squeals,
"O dear, to think we've MA:ri in us

Then Darwin says that our papas
(Is't science this or lunacy ?)

Ran up the trees with our mammas
In man's old world, Baboonacy.

Our girls, from views so wild as these,
Half angry and half funky rise ;

To say they come from chimpanzees
Does make the darlings' monkev rise.

"Art-culture " leads a giddy throng,
Who ape the strict Ssthetical,

And think the " pretty " must be wrong,
The " tidy " quite heretical.

The critic's jargon, quickly caught,
Is lisped by girls at boarding-school;

And art's at present largely taught
According to the "hoarding-school."

Grin Ruskin frowns and hurls his darts,
And lifts his voice to lecture all,

On painting, sculpture, and the arts,
And topics architectural.

In Ruskin's page all dip awhile,
For quaint and clever Ruskin is:

As " pitching in " pervades his style,
The world of readers thus kin is.

Like Tyndall, Huxley, Darwin, he
Must now and then his quarrels have;

But all of them the great B. P.†
Encrowned with lavish laurels have.

Explain, O Truth, why men like these
Are heroes educational !

Miss Truth replies, "Why, if you please,
Because they're so sensationalt"

GRORGE R. SIMS,froin "m Fte."

Referring to the Christmas Lectures to children at the Roval Institution, London, begun by Faraday
in 1827, and continued by Tyndall, whose lectures this season were on " Water and Air," and were attended
by crowds of little folks.

t British Public.
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